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Abstract
Stable isotopes of water recorded in polar ice cores are used to reconstruct past
temperatures and the fractionation during phase changes make them a useful tracer of
the hydrological cycle. This study focuses on the global and regional variations in the
distribution of water isotopes with changes in the climate. Sensitivity experiments
and time-slice simulations for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), Heinrich Stadial-1
and mid-Holocene climates were carried out both to understand the boundary condi-
tions that exert the maximum influences on the isotopic composition of precipitation,
and to reproduce the isotopic distribution of precipitation during these time periods.
The numerical climate model, the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Community Atmosphere Model CAM3.0 fitted with an oxygen-isotope module (Iso-
CAM), is used to carry out the experiments.
The first part of this study focuses on understanding the distribution of oxygen
isotopes in precipitation (δ18Oprecip) during the LGM and to associate the anomalies
from the control climate with the influence of different boundary condition constraints.
Results from a pre-industrial control simulation are compared against experiments in
which the influence of individual boundary conditions (greenhouse gases, ice-sheet
albedo and topography, sea-surface temperature (SST), and orbital parameters) were
changed each at a time to the LGM values to assess their individual impact. The
results show that the SST and ice-sheet topography changes during the LGM are
responsible for most of the modeled variations in the climate and hence the δ18Oprecip
distribution. In this study a detailed analysis of the seasonal and annual variations
of δ18Oprecip for the control and a combined LGM simulation is carried out. In addi-
x
tion, the spatial and temporal slopes between the δ18Oprecip and surface temperature
are calculated for the combined LGM and control simulations over Greenland and
Antarctica, which are compared with the reconstructions from the ice-cores and those
simulated with other isotope models.
Secondly, four different time slice experiments - pre-industrial, mid-Holocene,
LGM, and Heinrich Stadial-1 - were carried out to analyze the water isotope distri-
bution over the African continent during these time periods. The local and non-local
climate influences on the hydrogen isotope composition of precipitation (δDprecip) dur-
ing these different climates are investigated. The study highlights the strong impact
of convection and rainout on the δDprecip over the tropics, along with the changes in
large-scale circulation. In addition, model results for δDprecip for these time periods
are compared with δDwax data obtained from the stable hydrogen isotope composition
of plant leaf-wax n-alkanes, and show a qualitative agreement between the proxy and
the model data.
In a third part of the thesis, the present-day distribution of the isotopes in pre-
cipitation and water vapor were compared with the observations. The measurements
of isotopes in water vapor have the advantage over the isotopes in precipitation that
the observations are available around the year and also over arid regions where the
precipitation events are very few. The study highlights the robustness of the results
as well as some of the drawbacks of the model due to deficiencies in reproducing the
hydrology over the land and because of the simplistic cloud isotope scheme.
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Zusammenfassung
Stabile Wasserisotope werden zum Beispiel in Eisbohrkernen aufgezeichnet und
erlauben die Rekonstruktion von Temperaturänderungen in der Erdgeschichte. Ihre
Fraktionierung bei Phasenübergängen macht sie zu einem nützlichen Tracer für den
Wasserkreislauf. Diese Untersuchung konzentriert sich auf die globalen und lokalen
Schwankungen in der Verteilung der Wasserisotope, die durch Klimaänderungen her-
vorgerufen werden. Es wurden Sensitivitätsexperimente und Zeitscheiben-Simulationen
für das Klima des letzten Hochglazials (Last Glacial Maximum, LGM), des Heinrich-
Stadials 1 und des mittleren Holozäns durchgeführt, um die Randbedingungen mit
dem stärksten Einfluss auf die Isotopenzusammensetzung der Niederschläge zu iden-
tifizieren und die Verteilung der Wasserisotope während dieser Zeitintervalle zu repro-
duzieren. Für die Durchführung der Experimente wurde das numerische Klimamod-
ell IsoCAM des National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR, Boulder, Col-
orado, USA) eingesetzt. Dieses Modell geht auf das Community Atmosphere Model
(CAM3.0) zurück und enthält ein Wasserisotopenmodul.
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit lag der Schwerpunkt auf dem Verständnis der Sauer-
stoffisotopenverteilung in den Niederschlägen (δ18Oprecip) zur Zeit des LGM. Ziel war
es, die Unterschiede zum Kontrollklima den Einflüssen zuzuordnen, die die verschiede-
nen Randbedingungen ausübten. Die Ergebnisse einer vorindustriellen Kontrollsim-
ulation wurden mit Experimenten verglichen, in denen die individuellen Einflussfak-
toren – die Treibhausgaskonzentrationen, die Albedo und Topographie des Inlan-
deises, die Meeresoberflächentemperatur (Sea-Surface Temperature, SST) und die
Parameter der Erdumlaufbahn – einzeln auf ihre LGM-Werte geändert wurden, um
xii
ihren individuellen Einfluss abzuschätzen.
Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die SST und die Inlandeistopographie zur Zeit des
LGM für den größten Teil der simulierten Änderungen im Klima und damit auch in
der Sauerstoffisotopenverteilung in den Niederschlägen verantwortlich waren. Neben
einer detaillierten Analyse der saisonalen und jährlichen Schwankungen der δ18Oprecip-
Werte in der Kontrollsimulation und einer Simulation, die alle LGM-Randbedingungen
kombinierte, wurden die Steigungen in den räumlichen und zeitlichen Beziehungen
zwischen δ18Oprecip und der Oberflächentemperatur für Grönland und die Antarktis
berechnet und mit Rekonstruktionen aus Eisbohrkernen und den Ergebnissen anderer
Isotopenmodelle verglichen.
Für den zweiten Teil der Arbeit wurden vier verschiedene Zeitscheiben-Simulationen
durchgeführt, um die Verteilung der Wasserisotope auf dem afrikanischen Konti-
nent im vorindustriellen Klima sowie während des mittleren Holozäns, des LGM
und des Heinrich-Stadials 1 zu analysieren. Insbesondere wurden die örtlichen und
überörtlichen Einflüsse auf die Isotopenzusammensetzung der Wasserstoffisotope in
den Niederschlägen (δDprecip) untersucht. Neben den Auswirkungen der Änderun-
gen in der großskaligen Zirkulation unterstreichen die Ergebnisse besonders die große
Bedeutung der Konvektion und des Ausregnens auf die (δDprecip)–Verteilung in den
Tropen. Zusätzlich wurden die simulierten (δDprecip) -Werte für diese Zeitintervalle
mit δDwax-Daten verglichen, die aus der Analyse der isotopischen Zusammenset-
zung von n-Alkanen gewonnen wurden, die ursprünglich aus der Wachsschicht von
Pflanzenblättern stammten. Die Paläodaten und die Modellergebnisse zeigten eine
gute qualitative Übereinstimmung.
Im dritten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde die Verteilung der Isotope in den Nieder-
schlägen und im Wasserdampf unter den gegenwärtigen Randbedingungen simuliert
und mit Beobachtungen verglichen. Messungen der Isotopenzusammensetzung des
Wasserdampfs haben gegenüber Messungen der Isotopenzusammensetzung der atmo-
xiii
sphärischen Niederschläge den Vorteil, dass die Beobachtungen ganzjährig möglich
sind und auch in Trockengebieten durchgeführt werden können, in denen es nur sel-
ten zu Niederschlagsereignissen kommt. Zusammenfassend zeigt dieser Teil der Arbeit
die grundsätzliche Verlässlichkeit der Ergebnisse, er deckt aber auch einige Mängel
des Modells auf, die auf Schwachstellen in der Darstellung der Hydrologie der Lan-
doberfläche und einer allzu stark vereinfachenden Behandlung der Wasserisotope in
den Wolken zurückzuführen sind.
xiv

Chapter I
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
1.2 Stable water isotopes - general introduction
Isotopes are atoms of the same chemical element with different atomic mass due to
the presence of different number of neutrons in its nucleus. For the water molecule,
three stable isotopes of oxygen and two for hydrogen constitute different isotopologues
such as H218O, H216O and HDO. The relative abundance of the heavy with respect
to the light isotope in a sample is denoted by isotope ratio R, which is D/H for the
hydrogen isotope and 18O/16O for the oxygen isotope. The stable isotope composition
of water is stated with reference to the standard isotopic ratio of Vienna Standard
Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW), and is expressed as the normalized difference between
the measured and VSMOW isotope ratios, with the δ notation (δ18O for the oxygen
isotope composition and δD for the hydrogen isotope composition) reported in units
of permil (, parts per thousand) (Sharp, 2007). The absolute 18O/16O ratio of the
VSMOW is 2005.20× 10−6, while the D/H ratio for the VSMOW is 155.95×10−6
(Araguás-Araguás et al., 2000). For instance, the oxygen isotope composition of a
1
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sample is given by
δ18O=(RSAMPLE/RVSMOW−1)× 1000,
where RSAMPLE and RVSMOW are the isotopic concentrations of the sample and of
VSMOW, respectively.
1.2.1 Isotope Fractionation
The observed variations of deuterium and 18O content in the global water cycle are
associated with the isotope fractionation occurring during the phase changes of the
water molecule (during evaporation and condensation) due to the different saturation
vapor pressure of the isotopic species. The lighter molecule gets evaporated pref-
erentially as the vapor pressures of the lighter molecule is higher than the heavier
molecule, whereas during condensation the heavier molecule preferentially conden-
sates, thereby bringing changes in the isotopic composition of the remaining water
vapor and of the source.
Based on the process that causes the change of isotopic abundance in a sample,
the mass-dependent fractionation is distinguished as equilibrium, kinetic and trans-
port fractionation (Gat, 2010). The fractionation (under equilibrium conditions) is
represented with the isotope equilibrium fractionation factor α, the ratio of saturation
vapor pressures of the isotopes. Between two substances A and B it is defined as
αB/A = RB/RA, (1.1)
where RA and RB are the ratio of the heavy to light isotope in A and B respectively.
As the vapor pressure is dependent on the temperature, α is also dependent on the
ambient temperature with the fractionation increasing with lower temperatures. For
temperatures below 100◦C, Majoube (1971) calculated the equilibrium fractionation
2
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factors between liquid-vapor and solid-vapor phase changes. The α values for the
isotopologues HDO and H218O are given below (from Majoube, 1971 and Merlivat
and Nief, 1967).
For HDO, the equilibrium fractionation factor between vapor and liquid is
lnα =
24.844
T 2
× 103 − 76.248
T
+ 52.612× 10−3, (1.2)
and for vapor to ice
lnα =
16288
T 2
9.34× 10−2. (1.3)
For H218O, the equilibrium fractionation factor between vapor and liquid is
lnα =
1.137
T 2
× 103 − 0.4156
T
− 2.0667× 10−3, (1.4)
and for vapor to ice
lnα =
11.839
T 2
2.8224× 10−2, (1.5)
where T is the absolute ambient temperature in K. Since the ratio of the molecular
diffusivities for both the HDO and H218O are nearly the same, the kinetic effects for
both isotopologues are similar. However, the equilibrium fractionation for HDO is
approximately eight times greater than for H218O, giving rise to the global Meteoric
Water Line (Craig, 1961).
A widely used model of fractionation is the Rayleigh distillation model that applies
to an open equilibrium system from which material is removed continuously with a
constant fractionation factor (Gat, 2010). For instance, for precipitation of liquid
water from water vapor, the evolution of the isotopic composition is described by a
Rayleigh equation with fractionation factor α as:
Rf = Ri.F
α−1, (1.6)
3
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where Ri and Rf are the initial and final isotopic ratios of the heavier to the lighter
isotope, respectively. Furthermore, α is the fractionation factor between liquid and
vapor, and F is the fraction of the water vapor remaining.
1.2.2 Evaporation and condensation
During evaporation of water into unsaturated air, the fractionation process is different
from the equilibrium fractionation (where the fractionation depends only on the vapor
pressures of the different isotopes). In addition, it is influenced by the different
rates of molecular diffusivity of the isotopes of water (“kinetic effects”). The kinetic
fractionation factor αk is a function of sea surface temperature, the relative humidity
of the air masses formed and the near surface winds (Stewart, 1975; Merlivat and
Jouzel, 1979). Craig and Gordon (1965) provided a model for isotope fractionation
during evaporation based on the Langmuir linear resistance model, and was widely
used in the atmospheric models to estimate the fractionation during evaporation. The
model assumes an equilibrium condition at the air/water interface and no divergence
or convergence in the vertical air column and no isotopic fractionation during the
evaporative transport of water molecules by a fully turbulent transport (cf. Horita
et al., 2008; Luz et al., 2009; Gat, 2010). Based on the Craig-Gordon model, the
isotopic composition of evaporative flux is defined by, from Horita et al., 2008,
δE =
αV/LδL − hδA − (ε∗ + εK)
(1− h) + 10−3 εK (1.7)
where δE, δL, δA are the isotopic compositions of evaporating vapor, liquid water, and
the water vapor, respectively. αV/L is the fractionation factor between water vapor
and liquid water and ε∗ is given by (1 - αV/L) × 103. The value εK represents a
kinetic isotope effect that arises from the transport of water vapor through the three
layers explained in the model. h is the relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere.
4
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Condensation of water vapor is rather considered as an equilibrium process as
the condensed phase is assumed to be in isotopic equilibrium with the surrounding
vapor and to be removed immediately from the parcel. So, the process is adequately
described by a Rayleigh process when the rainout determines atmospheric moisture
budget (Dansgaard, 1964; Gat, 2010).
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of isotopes in the hydrological cycle with ideal-
ized values of isotopic composition of the oxygen (δ18O) and hydrogen (δD).
1.3 Spatial distribution of isotopes in precipitation
Studies like Dansgaard (1964) and Rozanski et al. (1993) based on the observational
data from the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) suggest that the
isotopic composition of local precipitation integrates the entire travel history of pre-
cipitating air masses. Such environmental conditions include the evaporation from the
ocean, the mutual relation between precipitation and evapotranspiration (Rozanski
5
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et al., 1993) along the distance to the precipitation site, and the possible mixing with
other air masses. Other studies for example, Araguás-Araguás et al. (2000) confirm
the empirical relationship of the observed composition of isotopes in precipitation
to the environmental parameters. Following these studies, the observed effects and
the factors controlling the isotopic composition of precipitation are discussed in the
paragraphs below. A schematic representation of the isotopes in hydrological cycle is
given in Figure 1.1.
Temperature effect
Dansgaard (1964) found that the isotopic composition of precipitation in temperate
climates is positively correlated with the surface temperature. Later studies using the
GNIP data (Rozanski et al., 1993; Araguás-Araguás et al., 2000) proved this relation
in the high latitudes, which is explained based on a Rayleigh distillation model.
The fractionation during condensation increases with decreasing temperature, thereby
reducing the ratio of heavier isotopes in the remaining vapor. According to Sharp
(2007) however, rather than the increase in fractionation at colder temperatures, it is
the strength of the rainout that causes the temperature effect. Below 14◦C, the global
relationship of δ18O in precipitation (δ18Oprecip) and δD in precipitation (δDprecip) to
mean temperature (T) in ◦C is given by
δ18Oprecip=0.69T−13.6 (1.8)
and
δDprecip=5.6T−100. (1.9)
The “latitude effect ” observed in the isotopes in precipitation is similar to the
temperature effect and represents the decrease of δ values with increasing latitude,
6
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due to the lower temperatures and increasing degree of rainouts.
Altitude effect
The heavy isotope contents of rainwater decreases with increasing altitude, which is
attributed to the progressive condensation of atmospheric water vapor and rainout
when the air masses climb up along the slopes of high mountains and cool off as
a consequence of adiabatic expansion. The amount of water vapor in the airmass
decreases rapidly with the increase in relief, and the remaining water vapor becomes
progressively depleted in heavy isotopes. From the isotopic records throughout many
of the world’s mountain belts, Poage and Chamberlain (2001) find that the oxygen
and hydrogen isotopic composition of precipitation decreases linearly with increasing
elevation in most regions of the world except in the Himalayas and for elevations
>5000 m. They estimated an isotopic lapse rate of ≈ 0.28/100 m for δ18O over
most regions of the world except at the extreme latitudes where isotopic lapse rates are
higher. In addition, Gonfiantini et al. (2001) recognize that the parameters that affect
the isotope composition in precipitation-altitude relationships are the vertical gradient
of the temperature lapse rate and the initial relative humidity of the ascending air
mass.
Amount effect
“Amount effect” is the inverse relationship of the δ values to the precipitation amount
(Dansgaard, 1964). Highly depleted (in heavy isotopes) stable isotope concentrations
are observed during time periods of intense precipitation (Rozanski et al., 1993) over
the convectively active regions in the tropics. Vuille et al. (2003) suggest that the
amount effect is caused by the small-scale vertical convection associated with precip-
itation in the tropics. As condensation proceeds, heavier isotopes are preferentially
removed and the relative abundance of the heavier isotopes in the water vapor de-
7
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creases. The isotopic composition of the rainfall thus gets depleted with the increased
convective nature of the rainfall. This effect can be amplified by the fact that isotopic
exchange with water vapor and evaporative enrichment of raindrops are both greatly
reduced with heavy rains (Dansgaard, 1964). Contrary to Vuille et al. (2003), Risi
et al. (2008a) conclude that the predominant processes leading to the amount effect
in the tropics are related to the fall and reevaporation of precipitation, rather than
processes occurring during the ascent of air parcels. They further find that the frac-
tionation process during rain fall contributes the most to the amount effect in regimes
of weak precipitation, and the injection of vapor from the unsaturated downdraft is
predominant in regimes of strong precipitation.
Continentality
Continentality, also referred to as the distance-from-coast effect, is the progressive de-
pletion of the heavier isotopes in precipitation with increasing distance from the ocean
(source of water vapor) and varies considerably with different seasons and topography
of the regions (Rozanski et al., 1993). Sharp (2007) adds that the continentality effect
is associated mainly with the temperature decrease between the source of atmospheric
vapor and the point of precipitation so that the effect is greater during the winter
season.
Seasonality
Isotopic seasonality refers to the differences in the stable isotopic composition of pre-
cipitation between the summer and winter of the respective hemispheres. Rozanski
et al. (1993) found that the mid- and high-latitude stations of the GNIP data have
high δ values during the summer and low δ values during the winter. The seasonality
arises mainly due to the seasonal changes in temperature, which causes seasonal varia-
tions in the amount of precipitable water and rainout via a Rayleigh process. Seasonal
8
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variations in the evapotranspiration flux over the continents and the source regions
and transport pathways also contribute to the isotopic seasonality. For example, in
the Asian monsoon region, studies have found a reverse isotopic seasonality with lower
precipitation δ18Oprecip values during the summer monsoon despite warmer tempera-
tures (Araguás-Araguás et al., 1998; Johnson and Ingram, 2004) and is suggested to
be related to the strength of the monsoon (Vuille et al., 2005).
Feng et al. (2009) suggested that the dominant mechanism controlling seasonality
of δ18Oprecip is the north-south migration of the meridional convective circulation cells
and the corresponding systematic shifts in the latitudinal positions of the subtropical
highs. Their study finds that separation of the high and low-latitude zones happens
around 30◦S and 30◦N, which are the mean boundaries between the tropical Hadley
cells and the subtropical Ferrel cells.
1.3.1 Distribution of isotopes in water vapor
Stable isotopic composition of water vapor provides information on the source of at-
mospheric moisture, water vapor transport, mixing and fractionation (Rozanski and
Sonntag, 1982; White and Gedzelman, 1984; Lawrence et al., 2004). Vertical sam-
pling of the deuterium composition of the tropospheric water vapor by Taylor (1972)
documented a general decrease of heavy isotope values with altitude in the lower and
mid troposphere and a high positive correlation between the isotopic ratios and the
specific humidity of the air. Rozanski and Sonntag (1982) using a one dimensional
model suggest that a complete isotope exchange of the falling raindrops with the
water vapor and cloud water at various atmospheric levels could explain the steep
deuterium profiles observed. Likewise, studies (for example, Worden et al., 2007;
Brown et al., 2008; Risi et al., 2008b; Field et al., 2010) suggest that the effects of
mixing of the airmasses, evaporation of condensate and precipitation, isotopic ex-
change of water vapor with precipitation, and continental recycling introduce more
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isotopic variability in the atmospheric water than that predicted by Rayleigh models.
Likewise, recent studies using general circulation models also reveal that the cloud
microphysical processes such as the nature of the phase change, the retention of cloud
droplets in the cloud, and interactions between the vapor and raindrops falling from
above also affect the isotopic composition of the vapor (Lee and Fung, 2008; Risi
et al., 2008a). In addition, Stewart (1975) finds that partial re-evaporation of the
raindrops falling into unsaturated air enriches the raindrop, but leads to depletion
of surrounding vapor in heavy isotopes. Similar to this, Risi et al. (2008b) suggest
that the partial re-equilibration of the rain drop with the surrounding vapor through
diffusive exchanges or re-evaporation leads to variations in the composition of the
low-level vapor, and can be transmitted to the isotopic composition of precipitation.
Using a general circulation model (GCM), Wright et al. (2009) find that the iso-
topic signature of free tropospheric water vapor in the tropics and subtropics is largely
determined by the processes within convective clouds and by the evaporation of con-
densate formed within convective clouds. Risi et al. (2008b) make an associated find-
ing that convection has a strong impact on the isotopic composition of the water vapor
and precipitation. Similarly, Field et al. (2010) studied the effect of non-Rayleigh-
postcondensation exchange on the isotopic composition of water in the atmosphere
and find that the process depletes water vapor. They further find that during heavy
rainfall events, post condensation exchange tends to deplete vapor and precipitation
of heavy isotopes via atmospheric moisture recycling. Brown et al. (2008) recognize
the importance of rainfall recycling that occurs locally over the Amazon basin to
produce the anomalously low isotope values during the wet season.
More recently, the measurements of atmospheric water columns using satellites,
for instance, data from the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES, Worden et al.,
2007) and Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography
(SCIAMACHY, Frankenberg et al., 2009) provide a a more comprehensive view of
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vertical water transport throughout the troposphere. These data highlight the im-
portance of the large scale circulation including subsiding branch of Hadley-cell circu-
lation on the isotope distribution in vapor (Frankenberg et al., 2009) and the rainfall
evaporation (Worden et al., 2007) on the isotopic composition of the water vapor.
1.4 Isotopes as a proxy for past climate changes
Stable isotope-based paleoclimate reconstructions are founded on the assumption that
the mean δ18O and δD values of precipitation are related to the ambient tempera-
ture, especially in the high latitudes where the precipitation forms near to the surface
(Sharp, 2007). Dansgaard (1964) recognized that at low temperatures δ18Oprecip is
strongly correlated with the local surface temperature (“temperature effect”, Dans-
gaard, 1964; Rozanski et al., 1993) and for temperatures below 14◦C, the annual-
mean δ18Oprecip is closely related to the annual-mean surface temperature T as given
in Equation 1.8 (and Equation 1.9 for hydrogen).
The δ18Oprecip record from the first deep core drilled in 1966 at Camp Century
(northwestern Greenland; Ueda and Garfield, 1968; Johnsen et al., 1972) gave evi-
dences for the large variability of climate during the last glacial period in Greenland,
as summarized in Johnsen et al. (2001). The δ18O record showed a 14% shift be-
tween the glacial to interglacial in the Camp Century core and the extremely cold
glacial period was marked by many warm events, the so-called Dansgaard-Oeschger
cycles (cf. Rozanski et al., 1997). These results were later confirmed with the ice core
records from Dome-C and Vostok stations in Antarctica (Lorius et al., 1985; Stenni
et al., 2004; Barbante et al., 2006).
Marine oxygen isotope proxy records preserved in fossil carbonate shells of plank-
tonic or benthic foraminifers (δ18Oc) deposited in ocean sediments depend on the
temperature of calcification and the ratio of oxygen isotopes of the ambient seawater
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(δ18Ow, Bijma et al., 1999), where δ18Ow is influenced by variations in the hydrologi-
cal cycle, i.e, the local precipitation-evaporation balance as well as the continental ice
volume (Wefer et al., 1999). For instance, paleoceanographic studies use the differ-
ences in the δ18Oc values of shallow-living and deep-living planktonic foraminifera as
a proxy for the thermal stratification of surface waters (Mulitza et al., 1997; Niebler
et al., 1999; Mulitza et al., 2003). On the other hand, oxygen isotope ratios recorded
in the benthic foraminiferal carbonate are utilized as a proxy for bottom-water con-
ditions (Lynch-Stieglitz, 2003), or are interpreted to reflect global ice-volume changes
(Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973; Mackensen et al., 1989; Mackensen and Bickert, 1999),
if circulation-induced fluctuations in the temperature and salinity of the oceanic bot-
tom waters are negligible.
Apart from the ice-core records and marine stable water isotope records, it has
been shown that the compound-specific stable hydrogen isotope composition of sedi-
mentary n-alkanes (originating from the epicuticular wax layer of terrestrial plants)
can be used for reconstructing past changes in tropical hydrological cycle (Sauer et al.,
2001; Schefuß et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2011; Tierney et al., 2011a; Schefuß et al.,
2011; Collins et al., 2013). The principle behind is that the plant waxes get enriched
in deuterium with increased evapo-transpiration, also the soil water gets enriched
with the heavier isotope under arid conditions. Thus, the δD values derived from
plant waxes (δDwax) correspond to the evaporation-precipitation balance and can be
used as a proxy for past changes in the hydrological cycle.
1.5 Modeling the water isotopes
In order to explain the spatial and temporal variability of isotopes in precipitation,
Jouzel and Merlivat (1984) developed the first model of isotopic composition of at-
mospheric moisture in terms of the progressive loss of heavy isotopes through frac-
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tionation based on Rayleigh’s distillation process. Rayleigh models have simplified
atmospheric hydrology, thereby, they are unable to account for the complexity of pro-
cesses in the atmosphere like mixing of air masses or the variable trajectories of the
vapor transport (Yoshimura et al., 2003). These models were successful in explaining
the temperature effect in high latitudes, but were insufficient to explain the variability
of isotopes in precipitation due to the absence of air mass mixing, post-condensation
exchange, and evaporative recharge of the isotopes (Hoffmann et al., 2000).
For a better representation of the hydrological cycle and the above-mentioned pro-
cesses, efforts have been made to fit isotope modules to general circulation models.
Stable water isotopes have been included in the hydrological cycle of various global
atmospheric models, namely, GISS (Jouzel et al., 1987), ECHAM (Hoffmann et al.,
1998), MUGCM (Noone and Simmonds, 2002), CAM2.0 (Lee et al., 2007), LMDZ
(Bony et al., 2008), CAM3.0 (Sturm et al., 2010); ocean general circulation models,
namely, MOM - version 2 (Paul et al., 1999), GISS ocean general circulation model
(Schmidt, 1998) and the atmosphere-ocean coupled models HadCM3 (Tindall et al.,
2009) and GISS ModelE-R (LeGrande and Schmidt, 2009). These models have been
successfully used for simulating the present and past distributions of the stable iso-
topes in the global hydrological cycle. A description of these isotope enabled GCMs
and model versions are provided in Noone and Sturm (2010).
1.6 Objective and research questions of this study
The main objective of this study is to simulate the distribution of water isotopes
during the past climates, and to understand the climate factors that lead to the
variabilities in the distribution of the water isotopes through these paleo-simulations.
The study addresses the changes in the relationship between the climate variables and
the isotopes in precipitation, which is a critical metric for paleothermometry/past
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precipitation reconstructions. An atmospheric model equipped with water isotopes
tracers in its hydrological cycle is used for the simulations and the following research
questions are addressed in this thesis with the climate-model simulations of both past
time periods and present-day.
• What are the boundary conditions and climate factors that influence the glacial
isotope distribution, and does the δ18O - temperature relationship hold through
different climate states?
The glacial climate is very different from the present-day climate and the Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21 ka) boundary conditions are sufficiently well known.
From a series of sensitivity experiments explained in Chapter 3 we try to distin-
guish the boundary conditions and the climate factors that caused maximum
variability in the δ18Oprecip during the LGM. The study also investigates the
changes in the spatial and temporal slopes between the climates that has im-
plications for the temperature reconstructions.
• How does the isotopic distribution over the tropics change with the local and
remote changes in the climate during the past? Can the comparison between the
reconstructed leaf-wax isotope proxy data over Africa, and modeled δD values
ascertain the skills of the model to simulate the past isotope distributions with
climates, that differ starkly from the present?
In contrast to the higher latitudes where the “temperature effect ” plays the dom-
inant role in determining the isotopic composition of the precipitation, in the
tropics, the isotope distribution in precipitation is more related to the amount of
precipitation, where most of the precipitation arises from convective processes
that strongly affect the isotopic composition of both water vapor and precipita-
tion (Bony et al., 2008; Risi et al., 2008a). The study investigates whether it is
possible to distinguish these effects from the δDprecip anomalies. The results are
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compared with the hydrogen isotope composition of leaf-wax recorded in the
sediment cores for the corresponding time periods, as it will be advantageous
to understand whether the model and proxy data record similar climate events
of the past.
• How well does the model simulate the present-day distribution of the isotopes in
precipitation and the isotopes in water vapor and what are the possible causes
of the discrepancies between the model and observations? Validation of the
model results with the present-day observations is important to determine the
skills and deficiencies of the model and to assess the implications on the proxy
data reconstructions. For this, present-day model results are compared with
observations of isotopes in water vapor and in precipitation.
1.6.1 Outline of the Thesis
The numerical model used for carrying out the experiments is described in Chap-
ter 2. The results are presented in three manuscripts in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5, respectively.
• Chapter 3 : Influence of Last Glacial Maximum boundary conditions
on the global water isotope distribution in an atmospheric general
circulation model.
T. Tharammal, A. Paul, U. Merkel and D. Noone (published in Climate of the
Past, doi:10.5194/cp-9-789-2013).
The study intents to understand the validity of δ18O proxy records as indicators
of past temperature change and to analyze the spatial variations of the oxygen
isotopic composition in response to individual climate factors. For this, a series
of experiments was conducted to test the influence of individual boundary con-
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ditions during the LGM (greenhouse gases, ice-sheet albedo and topography,
sea-surface temperature, and orbital parameters) on the δ18Oprecip.
• Chapter 4: Hydrogen isotopes of meteoric water in Africa: Modeling
and comparison to data.
T. Tharammal, A. Paul, J. Collins, U. Merkel and S. Mulitza (submitted to
Quaternary Science Reviews).
In this study, the water isotope distribution over the African continent during
three past time periods (mid-Holocene, Heinrich Stadial-1, the LGM) is ana-
lyzed. Model results for δDprecip for these time periods are compared with the
data obtained from the stable hydrogen isotope composition of plant leaf-wax
n-alkanes (Collins et al., 2013).
• Chapter 5: Stable isotopes of water in an atmospheric model: Major
features and model evaluation with observations.
T. Tharammal, K. Weigel, A. Paul, D. Noone and R. A. Scheepmaker (in prepa-
ration for Geoscientific Model Development).
Model results from a present-day simulation are validated against the obser-
vations to assess the model performance quantitatively, and to recognize the
aspects to be improved in simulating the isotope distribution in both water
vapor and precipitation. Model results for the isotopes in precipitation are
compared against available observations from the Global Network of Isotopes
in Precipitation (GNIP). The simulated isotopic composition of water vapor
is compared with total column averaged δD data from the Scanning Imaging
Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY).
Chapter 6 includes the discussion and conclusion of the thesis. In addition, Chapter 6
includes an outlook on modeling of water isotopes and suggestions for future research.
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Methodology
2.1 The Model
The NCAR Community Atmosphere Model CAM3.0 (Collins et al., 2004, 2006), fitted
with a water isotope module (referred as IsoCAM) in its hydrological cycle is used to
carry out the climate simulations in the study. The spatial resolution employed in our
experiments corresponds to a spectral truncation of T31 and 26 hybrid levels in the
vertical. The related Gaussian grid has a spatial resolution of approximately 3.75◦(48
grid points in latitude and 96 grid points in longitude). The ability of CAM3.0 to
efficiently simulate the global hydrological cycle is detailed in Hack et al. (2006).
2.1.1 Brief overview of model physics formulations
The model physics parameterizations in CAM3.0 consists of a sequence of compo-
nents, i.e. precipitation, clouds and radiation, surface model, and turbulent mixing,
which are further subdivided into various subcomponents. A detailed description of
the model physics is given in Collins et al. (2004). The process of deep convection
in the CAM3.0 is treated with the parametrization scheme developed by Zhang and
McFarlane (1995), and shallow convection is parameterized using the Hack scheme
(Hack, 1994). In this formulation, moist convection occurs only when there is con-
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vective available potential energy (CAPE). Convective precipitation can evaporate
into its environment following Sundqvist (1988), and enhancement of atmospheric
moisture through this mechanism was offset by drying, introduced by changes in the
longwave absorptivity and emissivity (Collins et al., 2004).
Cloud fraction (cloud amount) in the model depends on relative humidity, atmo-
spheric stability and convective mass fluxes, and the diagnosis of cloud fraction in the
model is a generalization of the scheme by Slingo (1987), modified as in Kiehl et al.
(1998). Three types of cloud – low-level marine stratus, convective cloud, and layered
cloud – are diagnosed by the scheme. More details of the cloud-type diagnosis are
given in Collins et al. (2004).
The method of Berger (1978) is used to calculate insolation, and this formulation
could be used to determine the insolation for any time within 106 years of 1950 AD,
thereby enabling the use of the model for paleoclimate simulations.
2.1.1.1 Land, ice and ocean interactions
CAM is coupled to the Community Land Model, CLM (Bonan et al., 2002), which
uses the same grid as the atmospheric model. CLM includes different forms of land
surface types within each grid cell, namely lakes, glaciers, wetlands and up to 16 land
plant functional types (PFTs) that can include a bare soil (Dickinson et al., 2006).
The land and atmosphere models are coupled with a fully explicit time stepping
procedure, and the current state of the atmosphere is used to force the land model.
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory applied to the surface (constant flux) layer is used
to calculate the land surface fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat
(Collins et al., 2004). Surface energy, constituent, momentum and radiative fluxes
(latent heat flux, sensible heat flux) from the land model are then used to update the
atmosphere (Bonan, 1996).
A thermodynamic sea-ice model (CSIM) represents the sea-ice component of the
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model. CSIM computes the surface fluxes when used with prescribed SST (Briegleb
et al., 2002). It further predicts snow depth, brine pockets, internal shortwave radia-
tive transfer, surface albedo, ice-atmosphere drag and surface exchange fluxes without
the use of a flux coupler (Collins et al., 2006). For uncoupled integrations, snow depth
on sea ice is prognostic as snow accumulates when precipitation falls as snow, and it
melts when allowed by the surface energy balance. The maximum snow depth is fixed
at 0.5 m for the stand-alone CAM3.0. Sea ice or snow on sea ice are not effected by
rain in the model (Collins et al., 2004). Atmospheric state variables and downwelling
fluxes along with surface state variables, and surface properties are used to compute
atmosphere-ice shortwave and longwave fluxes, wind stress, sensible and latent heat
fluxes. The bulk formulas used are based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. Sur-
face state variables are temperature and albedos, which, in turn depend on spectral
band, snow thickness, ice thickness and surface temperature. Surface properties are
longwave emissivity and aerodynamic roughness. Additionally, certain flux tempera-
ture derivatives required for the ice temperature calculation are computed, as well as
a reference diagnostic surface air temperature (Collins et al., 2004).
For the ocean, the turbulent fluxes of momentum (stress), water (evaporation/
latent heat), and sensible heat into the atmosphere over ocean surfaces are determined
using bulk formulas as, from Collins et al. (2004):
(τ, E,H) = ρA|Δϑ|(CDΔϑ,CEΔq, CpCHΔθ), (2.1)
where ρA is atmospheric surface density and Cp is the specific heat. Since CAM3.0
does not allow for motion of the ocean surface, the velocity difference between surface
and atmosphere is Δϑ = ϑA, the velocity of the lowest model level. The potential
temperature difference is Δθ = θA-TS, where TS is the surface temperature and, qa
and θA are the lowest level atmospheric humidity and potential temperature. The
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specific humidity difference isΔq = qa-qs (TS), where qs (TS) is the saturation specific
humidity at the sea-surface temperature.
2.1.1.2 Initial and boundary conditions
In CAM3.0 each atmospheric grid box is partitioned into three surface types: land, sea
ice, and ocean. Land fraction is assigned at model initialization and is considered fixed
throughout the model run. Ice concentration data is provided by the external time
varying dataset along with the SST dataset, with new values determined by linear
interpolation at the beginning of every time-step. Any remaining fraction of a grid
box not already partitioned into land or ice is regarded as ocean (Collins et al., 2004).
Surface fluxes are then calculated separately for each surface type, weighted by the
appropriate fractional area, and then summed to provide a mean value for a grid box
(Collins et al., 2004). For each time-step, the aggregated grid box fluxes are passed
to the atmosphere and all flux arrays which have been used for the accumulations
are reset to zero in preparation for the next time-step. A detailed description of the
initial and boundary datasets is given in (McCaa et al., 2004).
2.1.2 Isotope module
IsoCAM is based on an earlier isotopic scheme by Noone and Simmonds (2002), but
includes a more sophisticated treatment of surface exchange and cloud processes to
make use of the multiple water phases predicted by CAM (Noone, 2003, 2006; Noone
and Sturm, 2010; Sturm et al., 2010). The stable isotope ratios of water in the hy-
drological cycle of IsoCAM are transported through the atmosphere and the ground
by the same processes (advection, moist convection, evapo-transpiration etc.) used to
transport normal water (Sturm et al., 2010). Isotopic fractionation occurs with every
phase change of the water species in the model hydrology. IsoCAM employs a semi-
Lagrangian formulation for the water vapor and tracer transport (Williamson and
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Rasch, 1994; Williamson and Olson, 1994). This formulation uses a shape-preserving
interpolation method (Williamson and Rasch, 1989), which avoids the generation of
spurious minima or maxima through supersaturation by the transport of water vapor
(Williamson and Olson, 1994). The scheme has been found to be sufficiently accu-
rate for conserving isotopic ratios during advection to low-temperature environments
(Noone and Simmonds, 2002; Noone and Sturm, 2010), however, it does not guar-
antee mass conservation (Staniforth and Côté, 1991; Rasch and Williamson, 1990;
Williamson and Olson, 1994; Williamson and Rasch, 1994). A “mass fixer” that re-
peatedly restores global mass is used in CAM3.0 to account for this imbalance (Collins
et al., 2004). Studies with the MUGCM (Noone and Simmonds, 2002) find that the
application of such a mass fixer leads to fictitious changes in the isotope distribution,
as the mass restoration is not local and the mass is not balanced where the spuri-
ous sinks/sources have removed/added the mass, which affects especially the polar
regions. The avoidance of mass-fixing causes an annual global energy imbalance at
the top of the model (TOM) and the surface (cf. Table 3.5) in comparison with
the high-resolution model simulations using CAM3.0 (Hack et al., 2006). The sur-
face temperature and precipitation patterns in the simulations conducted were nearly
identical to the fully-coupled Community Climate System Model (CCSM3.0). Since
IsoCAM gives a better tracer-tracer correlation without the application of a posteriori
mass fixer, our simulations were carried out without mass fixing.
2.1.2.1 Isotope fractionation
A description of isotopic fractionation during evaporation, condensation and post-
condensation processes in the model is given in this section. The isotope module
traces the water isotopes through each component of the model’s hydrological cycle
in parallel to normal water (H2O) (Noone and Simmonds, 2002). During the phase
change of water molecules, the stable isotopologues in consideration - HDO and H2O18
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- are differentiated by the mass-dependent fractionation based on the mass mixing
ratio. The fractionation coefficients are taken from empirically derived formulas, given
by the Equations 1.2 to 1.5. The inclusion of fractionation processes is treated in the
physical parameterizations of the model.
For the calculation of isotope ratios over land, a simple bucket model (Manabe,
1969) is used, which does not differentiate between evaporation and river runoff or
different soil/vegetation types (Deardorff, 1977; Noone and Simmonds, 2002). Evap-
oration in the model occurs without fractionation and the isotopic ratio of the evapo-
rated moisture is equal to that in the upper soil layer. Over ice, snow and frozen soil
no fractionation during evaporation is assumed as the low diffusivity of the isotopic
species in the solid phase prevents isotopic exchange (Noone and Simmonds, 2002).
The isotopic ratio of the ocean is set to be spatially uniform and for present-day
conditions, a sea-surface enrichment of 0.5 for δ18O and 4 for δD was applied
(cf. Craig and Gordon, 1965; Hoffmann et al., 1998). Evaporation from the ocean
surface is treated as equilibrium fractionation with a correction applied for the wind-
dependent kinetic effects according to Merlivat and Jouzel (1979) (Equation 1.7).
Evaporative fluxes of the isotopic species at the ocean surface are calculated similar
to the normal water with a bulk formula as
Ei = ρcη(Rsqs − qi), (2.2)
where c is an exchange coefficient, qs is the saturation mixing ratio at the source
temperature Ts and ρ is the density of dry air. Rs is the isotopic composition of
the source vapor and is equal to Rocean/αe, where αe is the equilibrium fractionation
factor that depends on the surface temperature and Rocean is the isotopic ratio of
the ocean surface water (Noone and Sturm, 2010). Diffusion of the different isotopes
introduces kinetic fractionation and kinetic effects are accounted for as a function of
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the turbulence strength, by the modification of the drag coefficient by the efficiency
factor kmol based on the study by Merlivat and Jouzel (1979).
The isotopic fractionation during condensation and post-condensation process is
based on Noone and Simmonds (2002). Condensation into droplets or ice crystals
is treated as an equilibrium fractionation process. For in-cloud large scale conden-
sation, isotopic calculations follow the “Mixed Cloud Isotopic Model” by Ciais and
Jouzel (1994), which facilitate mixed clouds into the Rayleigh-type model, thereby al-
lowing supercooled liquid droplets and ice crystals to coexist between -15◦C and -40◦C
(Noone and Simmonds, 2002). In the case of convective precipitation, Rayleigh distil-
lation is assumed for solid condensate (temperatures less than -10◦C) that will rapidly
fall from the layer, whereas for the formation of liquid condensate, total equilibrium
is assumed. For large scale or stratiform precipitation, equilibrium fractionation is
assumed as the drop size is considered to be small, where the water vapor and con-
densate is in isotopic equilibrium before the condensate is removed. According to the
findings of Hoffmann et al. (1998), 45% of the condensate is equilibrated to the sur-
roundings in the case of convective precipitation which vastly consists of large drops,
while 95% is equilibrated for the large scale stratiform precipitation with small drop
size (Sturm et al., 2010). Kinetic effects are included for temperatures below -20◦C
for both large scale and convective precipitation and the effective fractionation factor
is calculated following the parameterization of Jouzel et al. (1987). Kinetic effects
are important for the reevaporation of the condensate falling below the cloud base,
and the process is incorporated without fractionation in the case of reevaporation
from ice, and with fractionation and kinetic effects for liquid precipitation (Noone
and Simmonds, 2002). Kinetic effects are parameterized based on effective humidity
following Stewart (1975) and Joussaume and Jouzel (1993).
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2.2 Experimental set-up
To understand the effect of individual forcing factors on the δ18Oprecip distribution
during the LGM, a series of sensitivity experiments were conducted. A pre-industrial
simulation was performed as the control experiment, as well as a simulation with all
the boundary conditions set to Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) values. Results from
the pre-industrial and LGM simulations were compared to experiments in which the
influence of individual boundary conditions (greenhouse gases, ice-sheet albedo and
topography, sea-surface temperature, and orbital parameters) were changed each at
a time to assess their individual impact. The spatial and temporal variations of
δ18Oprecip were analyzed with respect to the changes in the mean climate variables,
and results were compared with the proxy data from Greenland and Antarctica. The
details of these sensitivity experiments are given in Chapter 3.
In order to study the past water isotope distribution over the African continent,
four different time slice experiments - pre-industrial (PI, approximately 1800 AD),
mid-Holocene (6 ka BP), LGM (21 ka BP) and Heinrich Stadial-1 (HS1, 16-18 ka BP)
were conducted. Proxy evidences (Gasse, 2000 and references therein) suggest that
compared to present-day the hydrological cycle over the continent during these time
periods varied significantly. Model results for the hydrogen isotope composition of
precipitation (δDprecip) for these time periods were compared with δD data obtained
from the stable hydrogen isotope composition of plant leaf-wax n-alkanes (δDwax,
Collins et al., 2013). Extended descriptions of the model set-up and the δDwax data
are given in Chapter 4.
A present-day simulation with boundary conditions set according to the standard
Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP, Gates et al., 1999) protocol was
conducted to validate the model results against observations of isotopes in the wa-
ter cycle. The model was forced with an observed sea surface temperature (SST)
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climatology from the melded HadISST/Reynolds data for 1979-2001 (Hurrell et al.,
2008). The model results for the isotopes in precipitation were compared against
available observations from the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP).
The simulated isotopic composition of water vapor was compared with total column
averaged HDO data from the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmo-
spheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY, Frankenberg et al., 2009). Methodology and
data used for the comparison are described in detail in Chapter 5. All simulations
were carried out on the Linux cluster in the Geosystem Modeling Group of the Faculty
of Geosciences/Fachbereich Geowissenschaften (FB5).
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Chapter III
Influence of Last Glacial Maximum boundary
conditions on the global water isotope
distribution in an atmospheric general
circulation model
T. Tharammal, A. Paul, U. Merkel and D. Noone
3.1 Abstract
To understand the validity of δ18O proxy records as indicators of past temperature
change, a series of experiments was conducted using an atmospheric general circula-
tion model fitted with water isotope tracers (Community Atmosphere Model version
3.0, IsoCAM). A pre-industrial simulation was performed as the control experiment,
as well as a simulation with all the boundary conditions set to Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM) values. Results from the pre-industrial and LGM simulations were compared
to experiments in which the influence of individual boundary conditions (greenhouse
gases, ice-sheet albedo and topography, sea-surface temperature, and orbital parame-
ters) were changed each at a time to assess their individual impact. The experiments
were designed in order to analyze the spatial variations of the oxygen isotopic com-
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position of precipitation (δ18Oprecip) in response to individual climate factors. The
change in topography (due to the change in land-ice cover) played a significant role
in reducing the surface temperature and δ18Oprecip over North America. Exposed
shelf areas and the ice sheet albedo reduced the Northern Hemisphere surface tem-
perature and δ18Oprecip further. A global mean cooling of 4.1 ◦C was simulated with
combined LGM boundary conditions compared to the control simulation, which was
in agreement with previous experiments using the fully coupled Community Climate
System Model (CCSM3). Large reductions in δ18Oprecip over the LGM ice sheets were
strongly linked to the temperature decrease over them. The SST and ice-sheet to-
pography changes were responsible for most of the changes in the climate and hence
the δ18Oprecip distribution among the simulations.
3.2 Introduction
The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, about 19,000-23,000 years before present) marks
the peak of the last glacial period between about 110,000 and 10,000 years before
present. A strong cooling in both hemispheres is recorded in proxy records from
Greenland (Dahl-Jensen et al., 1998) and Antarctica (Stenni et al., 2004) (EPICA
community members, 2004). During the LGM, a large portion of North America
and northern Eurasia was covered by ice sheets, hence the sea level was reduced by
about 120 m (Fairbanks, 1989; Lambeck and Chappell, 2001). The newly exposed
land areas and differences in vegetation and soil type impacted the surface albedo.
The Laurentide ice sheet covering most of Canada and a large portion of the northern
United States had a first-order impact on the large-scale atmospheric circulation in
the Northern Hemisphere via topographic and thermal forcing as demonstrated in
global circulation models (e.g., Hansen et al., 1984; Manabe and Broccoli, 1985). A
reduced atmospheric concentration of CO2 (185 ppmv, Petit et al., 1999) compared
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to the pre-industrial (PI, approximately 1800 AD) value of 280 ppmv also influenced
climate, as reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) levels have a direct effect on radiative forc-
ing (Shin et al., 2002). Sensitivity studies using slab-ocean models (e.g., Manabe and
Broccoli, 1985) find that the reduction in GHG is accountable for the global cooling
during the LGM, whereas the ice sheets induce a regional cooling in the Northern
Hemisphere. Hewitt and Mitchell (1997) and Kim (2004) using coupled atmosphere
ocean-general circulation models similarly conclude that the ice-sheet topography is a
dominant factor in reducing the surface temperature in the Northern Hemisphere. A
recent sensitivity study by Pausata et al. (2011a) finds that the ice-sheet topography
also plays a key role in altering the circulation pattern over the North Atlantic Ocean.
These studies demonstrate the importance of studying the relative role of individual
Last Glacial Maximum boundary conditions.
Changes in atmospheric temperature and circulation are closely reflected in the
relative abundance of the isotopes of the water molecule H218O, H216O and HDO,
which is why these isotopes are useful indicators of current and past climate changes
(Dansgaard, 1964; Jouzel, 2003; Noone and Sturm, 2010). A temperature-dependent
isotopic fractionation occurs during any phase transition because of the differences
in their saturation vapor pressures. This causes the ratios of the heavier to lighter
isotopes in the different reservoirs of the hydrological cycle to vary depending on the
atmospheric conditions (Gat, 1996). In our study, we focused on H218O and H216O.
The ratios of the heavy to the light isotopes are denoted by so-called δ values, given
as δ18O=(RSAMPLE/RVSMOW-1)× 1000 , where R is the ratio of the abundance of
the heavier oxygen isotope 18O to the abundance of the lighter isotope 16O. Fur-
thermore, RSAMPLE and RVSMOW=2.0052 × 10−3 are the isotopic concentrations of
the sample and of VSMOW (Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water), respectively. In
the tropics, δ18O in precipitation (δ18Oprecip) is closely related to the precipitation
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amount (“amount effect”, Dansgaard, 1964). Thus, highly depleted stable isotope
concentrations are observed during time periods of intense precipitation (Rozanski
et al., 1993). At high latitudes, δ18Oprecip is strongly correlated with the local sur-
face temperature (“temperature effect”, Dansgaard, 1964; Rozanski et al., 1993) and
for temperatures below 14◦C, the annual-mean δ18Oprecip is closely related to the
annual-mean surface temperature T as δ18O = 0.62/◦C T - 15.25 (Dansgaard
et al., 1973; Johnsen et al., 1989). Models have been used to determine whether this
present-day temperature-δ18Oprecip relationship could be extended to climates that
differ starkly from the present (e.g., Lee et al., 2008). Stable water isotopes have
been included in the hydrological cycle of various global atmospheric models, namely,
GISS (Jouzel et al., 1987), ECHAM (Hoffmann et al., 1998), MUGCM (Noone and
Simmonds, 2002), CAM2.0 (Lee et al., 2007), LMDZ (Bony et al., 2008), CAM3.0
(Noone and Sturm, 2010) and the atmosphere-ocean coupled model HadCM3 (Tin-
dall et al., 2009). These models have been successfully used for simulating the present
and paleoclimatic distributions of the stable isotopes in the global hydrological cycle.
Charles et al. (1994) find that changes in moisture transport and source regions for
Greenland at the LGM may have produced an isotopic response independently of
temperature changes. A similar result has also been found for shorter (millennial-
scale) climate variations (Liu et al., 2012). Masson-Delmotte et al. (2006) show that
a major part of Greenland and Antarctic coolings of the GCM simulations is caused
by the prescribed local elevation increase due to ice sheets at the LGM. Werner et al.
(2000) find an increased seasonality in the annual cycle of precipitation over Green-
land during the LGM, but not over Antarctica. Conventionally, the spatial slope over
a region (the relationship between δ18Oprecip and temperature over a region) was as-
sumed to hold through different climates, irrespective of time, and the temporal slope
(relationship of δ18Oprecip with surface temperature at a single geographical location
through different climates over time) was considered to be similar to the spatial slope
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(Jouzel, 2003). Modeling studies (for example, Lee et al., 2008) find that the apparent
temporal slope over eastern Antarctica is half of the observed spatial slope for the
LGM and that the value of the temporal slope is related to the temperature decrease
over the Southern Ocean. These studies point to the importance of understanding
the influence of the various forcing factors on the isotope distribution.
In our study, we aim to understand the change in δ18Oprecip during the LGM and
associate the changes to the influence of the different boundary condition constraints.
Following Broccoli and Manabe (1987b), we employed a similar method using an
atmospheric general circulation model to test the effect of the individual boundary
conditions on the Last Glacial Maximum climate in terms of surface temperature,
precipitation and δ18Oprecip.
3.3 The model and experiments
3.3.1 The model
We used the NCAR Community Atmosphere Model CAM3.0 (Collins et al., 2006)
with a water isotopes scheme included, hereafter referred to as IsoCAM. The isotopic
version of CAM is based on the earlier isotopic scheme of Noone and Simmonds
(2002), but includes a more sophisticated treatment of surface exchange and cloud
processes to make use of the multiple water phases predicted by CAM (Noone, 2003,
2006; Noone and Sturm, 2010; Sturm et al., 2010). The spatial resolution employed
in our experiments corresponds to a spectral truncation of T31 and 26 hybrid levels
in the vertical. The related Gaussian grid has a spatial resolution of approximately
3.75◦(48 grid points in latitude and 96 grid points in longitude). Each atmospheric
grid box in CAM3.0 contains a specific fraction of land, ice, or ocean. The ability of
CAM3.0 to efficiently simulate the global hydrological cycle is detailed in Hack et al.
(2006). CAM is coupled to the Community Land Model, CLM (Bonan et al., 2002),
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which uses the same grid as the atmospheric model. CLM includes different forms of
land surface types within each grid cell, namely lakes, glaciers, wetlands and up to
16 land plant functional types (PFTs) that can include a bare soil (Dickinson et al.,
2006). For the calculation of isotope ratios over land a simple bucket model (Manabe,
1969) is used, which does not differentiate between evaporation and river runoff or
different soil types (Deardorff, 1977; Noone and Simmonds, 2002). The isotope ratios
over land do not take into account the fractionation during evapo-transpiration or
the effect of different vegetation types.
A thermodynamic sea-ice model (CSIM) represents the sea ice component of the
model. CSIM computes the surface fluxes when used with prescribed SST. It further
predicts snow depth, brine pockets, internal shortwave radiative transfer, surface
albedo, ice-atmosphere drag and surface exchange fluxes without the use of a flux
coupler (Collins et al., 2006).
The stable isotope ratios of water in the hydrological cycle of IsoCAM are trans-
ported through the atmosphere and the ground by the same processes (advection,
moist convection, evapo-transpiration etc.) used to transport normal water (Noone
and Sturm, 2010). The isotopes of hydrogen are also included in the model, but
were not analyzed in the present study. The isotopic fractionation occurs with every
phase change of the water species in the model hydrology. IsoCAM employs a semi-
Lagrangian formulation for the water vapor and tracer transport (Williamson and
Rasch, 1994; Williamson and Olson, 1994). This formulation uses a shape-preserving
interpolation method (Williamson and Rasch, 1989), which avoids the generation of
spurious minima or maxima through supersaturation by the transport of water vapor
(Williamson and Olson, 1994). The scheme has been found to be sufficiently accu-
rate for conserving isotopic ratios during advection to low-temperature environments
(Noone and Simmonds, 2002; Noone and Sturm, 2010), however, it does not guar-
antee mass conservation (Staniforth and Côté, 1991; Rasch and Williamson, 1990;
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Williamson and Olson, 1994; Williamson and Rasch, 1994). A “mass fixer”that re-
peatedly restores global mass is used in CAM3.0 to account for this imbalance (Collins
et al., 2004). Studies with the MUGCM (Noone and Simmonds, 2002) find that the
application of such a mass fixer leads to fictitious changes in the isotope distribution,
as the mass restoration is not local and the mass is not balanced where the spurious
sinks/sources have removed/added the mass, which affects especially the polar re-
gions. Since IsoCAM gives a better tracer-tracer correlation without the application
of an a posteriori mass fixer (not shown), our simulations were carried out without
mass fixing.
3.3.2 Experiments and boundary conditions
A simulation with all the boundary conditions set to LGM values was carried out fol-
lowing the PMIP2 (Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project) protocol (LGM-
combined hereafter). In addition, a series of experiments was carried out by changing
the individual boundary conditions (greenhouse gases, ice sheet albedo and topog-
raphy, SST along with sea-ice concentration, orbital parameters) each at a time to
LGM values. A pre-industrial (PI, approximately 1800 AD) simulation with bound-
ary conditions also according to the PMIP2 protocol (Braconnot et al., 2007) served
as the control run. The extent and the height of the ice-sheets at the LGM were
taken from the ICE-5G ice-sheet topography (Peltier, 2004). The SST datasets for
the pre-industrial and LGM periods were derived from previous fully-coupled CCSM3
simulations (Merkel et al., 2010). For the SST and LGM-combined simulations, the
SST dataset for the LGM was used; for all other simulations, the pre-industrial SST
dataset was chosen. In comparison to a multi-proxy reconstruction of the LGM SST
from the MARGO project (MARGO, 2009), the model’s LGM SST anomaly with
respect to PI (supplementary Figure 3.1) shows a tropical cooling largely consistent
with the MARGO estimate. However, the proxy data suggest a stronger cooling near
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the western coasts of Africa and South America than the model. Otto-Bliesner et al.
(2009) attribute this reduced cooling in the simulations to model deficiencies that pro-
duce biases in tropical upwelling and the thermocline structure, and to insufficient
model resolution. Other PMIP2 models show similar differences from the proxy data
(Braconnot et al., 2012). The PI and LGM SST data used for our simulations were
very similar to the results of higher resolution CCSM3 experiments (Otto-Bliesner
et al., 2006a). For all our experiments, the sea-surface oxygen and hydrogen isotope
ratios were set to the global mean surface ocean values of 0.5 and 4, respectively
(cf. Craig and Gordon, 1965).
Table 3.1: Summary of experiments and boundary conditions.
Ice sheet
Experiment SST Orbital year Topography GHG albedo
PI PI 1950 PIa PI PIb
GHG(LGM) PI 1950 PI LGM PI
Albedo(LGM) PI 1950 PI PI LGM
Topography(LGM) PI 1950 LGM PI PI
SST(LGM) LGM 1950 PI PI PI
Orbital(LGM) PI 21 ka PI PI PI
LGM-combined LGM 21 ka LGM LGM LGM
aPresent day values are used for the topography and coast lines in the
PI (control) simulation following the PMIP2 protocol.
bPresent day values are used for the ice sheets in the PI (control) simulation
following the PMIP2 protocol.
The boundary conditions for each experiment are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
The orbital parameters for the pre-industrial control, GHG, albedo and topography
simulations were prescribed to the reference values of 1950 AD, while the orbital
parameters for the orbital-only and for the LGM-combined simulation were set to the
21 ka BP values (Berger, 1978).
In the GHG experiment, only the atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations were
reduced to the LGM concentrations to show the direct influence of changes in atmo-
spheric heating due to infrared absorption, rather than the fully integrated climate
response to lower GHG concentrations during the LGM which is better captured by
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Table 3.2: Atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations for the PI and LGM time
periods.
Greenhouse gases Pre-industrial LGM
CO2 (ppmv) 280 185
CH4 (ppbv) 760 350
N2O (ppbv) 270 200
the stronger forcing provided by prescribing the LGM SSTs. The albedo experiment
was conducted by replacing the land-ice cover of the PI simulation with LGM values,
thereby only changing the surface albedo to that of the LGM. The topography exper-
iment was conducted by taking into account the change in ice sheet topography and
the lowering of sea level during the LGM by 120 m (Fairbanks, 1989). All simulations
were integrated for 35 model years, and the last 10 years of each simulation were used
for analysis.
The coupled CCSM3.0 model has been shown to successfully reproduce the ob-
served distributions of surface temperature and total precipitation as described in
Otto-Bliesner et al. (2006b) and Hack et al. (2006). Here the uncoupled CAM3.0
model is forced with a prescribed SST, and the analysis focuses on the changes to
the δ18O of precipitation that are associated with this SST forcing and other bound-
ary conditions. The annual and seasonal distributions of δ18Oprecip for the PI control
climate are shown in Figure 3.1.
The IsoCAM model captures well the main features of the annual-mean δ18Oprecip
when compared to the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP; IAEA/
WMO, 2006) database (not shown). The temporal δ18Oprecip-surface temperature
(TS) slope between the control run and the LGM-combined simulation was calcu-
lated as a linear fit for Antarctica and Greenland as Stemporal= [δ18Oprecip(LGM) -
δ18Oprecip(PI)] /[TS(LGM) - TS(PI)]. This relationship is a critical metric for inter-
preting model results because it is most pertinent for estimating past temperature
from ice core records. The insight offered by the IsoCAM is in association with the
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Figure 3.1: Global distribution of δ18Oprecip () for the control run: (a) annual
mean, (b) December–January–February (DJF) season, and (c) June–July–August
(JJA) season.
simulated changes in δ18Oprecip that correspond to the changes in TS, which in turn
result from a systematic variation of the boundary conditions.
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Results
3.4 Geographical annual mean responses in surface
temperature and precipitation
Because the experimental design makes use of the atmospheric component forced by
conditions that result from a coupled model, it is prudent to confirm the performance
of the uncoupled simulation. The impact of the glacial boundary conditions on the
surface temperature and precipitation in defined geographical regions is summarized
in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. The global annual-mean cooling in the surface
temperature was 4.1◦C in our LGM-combined experiment with respect to the PI ex-
periment, while the reduction of global annual-mean precipitation was 0.22 mmday−1,
in good agreement with previous coupled simulations using CCSM3 (Otto-Bliesner
et al., 2006a). The SST experiment brought about a global mean cooling of 2.79◦C.
The direct influence of albedo and GHG changes was a cooling of 0.18◦C and 0.14◦C
in these experiments, respectively, which was comparatively small, and much smaller
than the response that results from them when coupled with ocean surface tempera-
ture. The fixed SST suppressed the ocean-atmosphere feedback and so only the land
temperature was free to interact with the CO2 change. The change in topography
caused a mean cooling of 0.59◦C in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), while in the
Southern Hemisphere (SH) the magnitude of the induced cooling was only 0.27◦C.
The global mean cooling in the orbital experiment was the weakest among all the sim-
ulations. The precipitation in the tropics was reduced in all the experiments except
for the GHG simulation and showed the strongest response in the SST experiment.
The global annual mean energy budgets for our simulations are summarized in Table
3.5. The annual global energy imbalance for the control run at the top of the model
(TOM) and the surface was -2.39 Wm−2 and +5.12 Wm−2 (a positive sign means
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that the system is gaining heat), respectively. The TOM and surface residual energy
imbalances for the LGM-GHG and LGM-SST experiments were larger than for the
PI experiment. The model conserves energy within (7.5±0.2) Wm−2 for all experi-
ments. Since the model is forced with a prescribed SST dataset, the model need not
be in energy balance. The surface latent heat flux was higher in the GHG experiment
in association with lower global relative humidity due to changes in the atmospheric
longwave heating profile, while it was reduced in other experiments.
Table 3.3: Annual mean surface temperature (TS) in ◦C over the globe (TSglobal),
land points alone (TSland), Northern and Southern hemispheres (TSNH, TSSH), and
tropics (TStropics; 20◦ S to 20◦ N) in the different experiments. The difference to the
control experiment is given in the adjacent columns.
Experiment TSglobal TSland TSNH TSSH TStropics
PI 12.89 6.70 13.057 13.01 25.66
GHG(LGM) 12.75 −0.14 6.28 −0.42 12.82 −0.24 12.96 −0.05 25.63 −0.03
Albedo(LGM) 12.71 −0.18 6.08 −0.62 12.69 −0.37 13.00 −0.01 25.66 0.00
Topography(LGM) 12.45 −0.44 5.32 −1.38 12.47 −0.59 12.73 −0.27 25.53 −0.13
Orbital(LGM) 12.86 −0.02 6.31 −0.38 13.00 −0.05 13.01 0.0 25.67 0.01
SST(LGM) 10.10 −2.79 2.93 −3.76 10.27 −2.78 9.92 −3.08 24.00 −1.65
LGM-combined 8.79 −4.1 −0.52 −7.22 8.35 −4.71 9.58 −3.42 23.84 −1.83
Table 3.4: As Table 3.3, but for precipitation in mmday−1.
Experiment precipglobal precipland precipNH precipSH preciptropics
PI 2.77 2.10 2.64 2.90 4.44
GHG(LGM) 2.80 0.03 2.05 −0.04 2.67 0.03 2.94 0.03 4.49 0.04
Albedo(LGM) 2.76 −0.00 2.06 −0.04 2.62 −0.01 2.91 0.01 4.43 −0.01
Topography(LGM) 2.75 −0.01 2.12 0.01 2.61 −0.02 2.89 −0.01 4.40 −0.04
Orbital(LGM) 2.77 0.0 2.10 0.0 2.64 0.0 2.90 0.0 4.43 −0.01
SST(LGM) 2.55 −0.22 1.98 −0.12 2.39 −0.24 2.70 −0.20 4.15 −0.28
LGM-combined 2.55 −0.22 1.86 −0.24 2.38 −0.25 2.71 −0.18 4.17 −0.27
3.5 Zonal mean response of δ18O in precipitation
The orbital, GHG, and albedo experiments produced lower δ18Oprecip values in the
northern high latitudes (Figure 3.2). The topography changes also produced lower
δ18Oprecip values by 1 to 2 in the northern high latitudes, where the zonal mean
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surface temperature (not shown) was reduced by 2◦C to 3◦C; and by 2 to 3 in
the southern high latitudes, which was associated both with the significant altitude
change over the Antarctic ice sheet and changes to the atmospheric circulation over
the Southern Ocean. The LGM-combined experiment yielded a strong response in the
Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes and in the south polar regions with a depletion by
2 to 4. The SST experiment and the LGM-combined experiment showed similar
higher δ18Oprecip values in the tropics and equatorial regions where the precipitation
was reduced by 5-10% (not shown). In the higher latitudes, however, the effect of
the ice-sheet albedo and topography in the LGM-combined experiment led to lower
δ18Oprecip values as compared to the SST simulation.
Figure 3.2: The difference of zonal mean δ18Oprecip () of each experiment from the
control run.
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3.6 Annual mean spatial response to the different
forcings
3.6.1 Global responses of δ18Oprecip
Figure 3.3: Annual mean difference of surface temperature (◦C) of (a) GHG, (b)
albedo, (c) topography, (d) orbital, (e) SST, and (f) LGM-combined experiments
from the control run. Anomalies in the surface temperature at the margins of the
Ross and Weddell seas in the SST and the LGM-combined experiments are stippled
because the respective grid cells were erroneously defined as ocean.
The annual mean spatial responses in surface temperature, δ18Oprecip and precip-
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itation are shown in figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 respectively.
The temperature (Figure 3.3a) and precipitation (Figure 3.5a) responses to the
direct GHG forcing were small and were only seen over land because the SST was
prescribed. A reduced atmospheric CO2 concentration in a coupled simulation would
have directly affected the amount of outgoing longwave radiation and reduced the net
downward heat flux at the ocean surface, thereby cooling the ocean surface. Globally,
the δ18Oprecip response (Figure 3.4a) was small and regions of low temperature in the
high latitudes were characterized by low δ18Oprecip values.
The effect of the albedo change was seen predominantly in the Northern Hemi-
sphere as the increased albedo of the ice-covered grid cells (i.e., without topographic
change due to ice sheets) caused a reduction in surface temperature by 1◦C to 5◦C
(Figure 3.3b). δ18Oprecip followed the temperature pattern with lower δ18Oprecip values
of 1.5 to 2 with a spatial slope of 0.67/◦C (Figure 3.4b) over North America,
and parts of Eurasia where the precipitation was also reduced compared to PI values
(Figure 3.5b).
The ice-sheet topography experiment resulted in a strong cooling (approx. -15◦C,
Figure 3.3c) and reduction in precipitation (Figure 3.5c) in the regions of elevated
orography, because the elevation change was about 2 km over the North American
and Eurasian ice sheets and temperature decreases with altitude at a lapse rate of
approximately 6.5 ◦C km-1. δ18Oprecip was depleted by 5 to 15 (Figure 3.4c) and
the model predicted a spatial slope of δ18Oprecip vs. temperature of 0.61/◦C over
the North American ice sheets. The effect of changes in the orbital parameters on
the simulated climate and δ18Oprecip was small (Figure 3.4d). Surface temperature
was lowered by around 1◦C over parts of North America and Europe (Figure 3.3d).
Similar to the very weak surface temperature response, only small changes were seen
in the precipitation with an increase in the range of 0.1 mmday−1 to 1 mmday−1
over parts of the globe (Figure 3.5d).
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Figure 3.4: Annual mean difference of δ18Oprecip () of (a) GHG, (b) albedo, (c)
topography, (d) orbital, (e) SST, and (f) LGM-combined experiments from the
control run.
In the SST experiment, the surface temperature over the northern high latitudes
and polar regions was reduced by more than 12◦C (Figure 3.3e), a direct effect
in response to the reduced SST. δ18Oprecip was more depleted over the high lati-
tudes with the reduced temperature and more enriched over the monsoonal regions,
where a reduction in annual precipitation was simulated (Figure 3.4e). In the LGM-
combined simulation the ice sheets caused strong anomalies in temperature (Figure
3.3f), δ18Oprecip (Figure 3.4f) and also in precipitation (Figure 3.5f) over the North
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Figure 3.5: Annual mean difference of total precipitation (mmday−1) of (a) GHG, (b)
albedo, (c) topography, (d) orbital, (e) SST, and (f) LGM-combined experiments
from the control run.
American land mass and parts of the North Atlantic Ocean, because the atmosphere
became drier, especially in high latitudes. A strong cooling in surface temperature
and a similar pattern of reduction in δ18Oprecip with a spatial slope of 0.52/◦C over
the expanded ice sheets were simulated, because of the colder and drier climate over
them. Over the northern African continent and over the Indian subcontinent higher
δ18Oprecip values of 0.5 to 2 were simulated. The positive and negative anomalies
in precipitation simulated over the tropics were similar to the response modeled in
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the SST experiment, which points to a local response in precipitation to the changes
in SST.
Table 3.5: Global annual mean of energy terms in the model for the different
experiments.
Experiment FSNTa FLNT SHFLX LHFLX FSNS FLNS RESSURF RESTOM
PI 231.28 233.4 22.36 73.57 157.35 56.03 5.39 −2.12
GHG(LGM) 230.76 235.54 22.72 74.55 156.91 56.89 2.75 −4.88
Albedo(LGM) 230.19 233.09 22.4 73.37 156.26 55.81 4.68 −2.9
Topography(LGM) 230.6 232.73 22.33 72.87 156.79 55.99 5.6 −2.13
Orbital(LGM) 231.17 233.28 22.35 73.5 157.22 55.91 5.46 −2.11
SST(LGM) 228.82 228.1 23.78 67.58 156.35 56.98 8.01 0.72
LGM-combined 226.32 228.59 23.86 67.35 154.28 57.83 5.24 −2.27
aAll energy fluxes are given in units of Wm−2. FSNT: net solar flux at top of model (TOM),
FLNT: outgoing longwave radiation at top of model, SHFLX: surface sensible heat flux, LHFLX: sur-
face latent heat flux, FSNS: net solar flux at surface, FLNS: net longwave flux at surface, RESSURF:
residual energy flux at the surface, and RESTOM: residual energy flux at the top of the model.
3.6.2 Regional mean responses of δ18Oprecip
The annual-mean δ18Oprecip and the difference from the control experiment for North
America, Eurasia, Greenland, North Africa, South Africa, northern and southern
South America and Antarctica in each experiment are given in Table 3.6 (geographi-
cal regions defined by appropriate latitude-longitude boundaries). Over North Africa
a strong increase in δ18Oprecip values was simulated in all the experiments compared
to the control experiment, with the maximum response in the LGM-combined ex-
periment (1.57). In South Africa, the depletion was most pronounced in the SST
and LGM-combined experiments, and the results showed the dependence of δ18Oprecip
on the SST change (a lower SST led to lower isotope values). Over Greenland, the
mean value of δ18Oprecip was -22.3 in the LGM-combined experiment and the SST
experiment produced the largest signal among all experiments with a depletion by
2.6. The geographical region covered by the Eurasian ice sheet was more depleted
by 5.9 in the LGM-combined experiment, whereas the topography and SST simu-
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lations produced a depletion by 2.1 and 2.7, respectively. Over the Laurentide
ice sheet, the δ18Oprecip was lower by 10.3 in the LGM-combined simulation and the
topography change produced a decrease of 3.3. Over Antarctica, an area-averaged
mean depletion of 2.2 in the LGM-combined simulation was obtained, whereas the
topography and the SST experiments produced δ18Oprecip values lower by about 1.2
each.
Table 3.6: Annual mean δ18Oprecip in  as area averages for selected geographical
regions (given in brackets, also a land mask dataset for LGM was used to select
the regions in specific) in the different experiments. The difference from the control
experiment is given in brackets.
Laurentide ice sheets Eurasian ice sheet Greenland N. Africa S. Africa N. South America S. South America Antarctica
(30◦ N–80◦ N, (40◦ N–80◦ N, (60◦ N–88◦ N, (9◦ N–25◦ N, (14◦ S–38◦ S, (10◦ N–25◦ S, (28◦ S–60◦ S, (68◦ S–89◦ S,
Experiment 150◦ W–60◦ W) 0–90◦ E) 15◦ W–70◦ W) 20◦ W–30◦ E) 5◦ E–37◦ E) 80◦ W–30◦ W) 50◦ W–80◦ W) 180◦ E–180◦ W)
PI −13.84 −12.02 −20.12 −3.90 −6.38 −4.96 −5.01 −28.28
GHG(LGM) −14.08 (−0.24) −12.37 (−0.35) −20.23 (−0.11) −2.84 (+1.06) −6.48 (−0.09) −5.18 (−0.21) −5.40 (−0.38) −28.28 (0.00)
Albedo(LGM) −14.96 (−1.11) −12.14 (−0.12) −20.19 (−0.07) −2.94 (+0.96) −6.44 (−0.05) −5.00 (−0.03) −5.16 (−0.14) −28.32 (−0.04)
Topography(LGM) −17.17 (−3.33) −14.13 (−2.11) −20.53 (−0.41) −3.67 (+0.22) −6.66 (−0.28) −5.09 (−0.12) −5.36 (−0.34) −29.49 (−1.21)
Orbital(LGM) −14.01 (−0.16) −12.16 (−0.14) −20.05 (+0.06) −2.54 (+1.35) −6.59 (−0.21) −5.05 (−0.09) −5.31 (−0.29) −28.27 (+0.01)
SST(LGM) −15.34 (−1.50) −14.79 (−2.77) −22.72 (−2.6) −2.99 (+0.91) −7.28 (−0.89) −5.53 (−0.57) −6.19 (−1.17) −29.52 (−1.24)
LGM-combined −24.22 (−10.38) −17.95 (−5.93) −22.33 (−2.21) −2.32 (+1.57) −7.24 (−0.86) −5.58 (−0.62) −6.73 (−1.71) −30.56 (−2.27)
3.6.3 The spatial relationship of δ18Oprecip to surface temper-
ature and precipitation
In order to understand the relationship between annual mean δ18Oprecip and surface
temperature under different climate states, a simple linear regression analysis was
used to calculate the spatial slopes over Greenland and Antarctica (Figure 3.6a-d).
Modelled annual mean values of surface temperature and δ18Oprecip for all model grid
boxes in inner Greenland and Antarctica were used for the calculation. Over Green-
land, the PI control run gave a spatial slope of 0.63/◦C (Figure 3.6a). The slopes
of the SST (0.58/◦C), topography (0.60/◦C) (not shown) and LGM-combined
experiments (spatial slope of 0.54/◦C, Figure 3.6b) deviated notably from the PI
relationship.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.6: The relationship between δ18Oprecip () and surface temperature (◦C) is
shown for Greenland (a and b) and Antarctica (c and d). The relationship between
δ18Oprecip () and precipitation (mmday−1) is shown for the tropics (e and f). Left
panels: PI control simulation, right panels: LGM-combined simulation.
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Figures 3.6e and 3.6f show the relationship between the annual-mean precipitation
and δ18Oprecip, i.e., the amount effect over the tropics (from 20◦S to 20◦N) for the PI
control and LGM-combined simulations. Both experiments showed lower δ18Oprecip
values with an increase in the precipitation amount. This was also found for the other
experiments (not shown). The modelled relation between total precipitation (P) and
δ18Oprecip for the control experiment was δ18Oprecip= -0.51P-2.66 (slope in  per
mmday−1). The GHG, albedo, topography and orbital experiments produced minor
deviations in the range of 0.01-0.02 per mmday−1 (not shown) from the spatial
slope obtained for the control run. In contrast, spatial slopes of -0.60 and -0.58 per
mmday−1 were found for the SST and LGM-combined experiments, respectively.
We used the results of our pre-industrial simulation to compare the spatial slope
of δ18Oprecip and surface temperature over Antarctica with the observational surface
Antarctic snow composition data (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008), and the present-
day model simulations by Sime et al. (2008). For this, we regridded the annual mean
results onto a 50 km equal area grid (using only the continental grid cells as in Sime
et al. 2008). The spatial relationships of δ18Oprecip to the surface temperature were
calculated for the entire Antarctic, East Antarctic and the West Antarctic regions.
These regions were defined as per Sime et al. (2008). We obtained a slope of 0.54/◦C
over the entire continent, where Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008) obtained 0.80/◦C.
The spatial slope estimated for East Antarctica was 0.55/◦C, which is lower than
the slope obtained from observations (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008) and the modeled
present day slope of 0.73/◦C by Sime et al. (2008). The slope for the West Antarctic
region was estimated as 0.59 ◦C-1, whereas Sime et al. (2008) obtained a value
of 1.28/◦C. Over the entire Antarctic, changes with respect to the control run
were simulated in the topography (spatial slope of 0.48/◦C), SST (spatial slope
of 0.48/◦C), and LGM-combined (spatial slope of 0.45/◦C) experiments (Figure
3.6d). The albedo and GHG experiments yielded slopes that were identical to those
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in the control simulation. The precipitation simulated by the model for the PI control
run was found to be larger by 10 kg m−2 year−1 to 20 kg m−2 year−1 when compared
to the observations (cf. Masson-Delmotte et al., 2011). The over-estimation of the
surface temperature and the precipitation rate in the model over Antarctica may
have contributed to the lack of depletion simulated by the model. The temporal
δ18Oprecip-surface temperature slope between the PI and LGM-combined simulations
calculated for Greenland was 0.51/◦C, which was about 19% smaller than the PI
spatial slope. The temporal δ18Oprecip-surface temperature slope between the PI and
LGM-combined simulations for the entire Antarctic was 0.3/◦C, which was 50%
lower than the PI spatial slope. The temporal slope for the East Antarctic was
0.21/◦C, which was 60% lower than the PI spatial slope over the region, whereas
for the West Antarctic the temporal slope was 22% lower (0.46/◦C) than the PI
spatial slope over the region.
3.7 Seasonal signals in the sensitivity experiments
3.7.1 Seasonal cycle in control and LGM-combined climates
In order to address the seasonal variations of δ18Oprecip and the climate variables, the
difference between boreal summer (June-August, JJA) and boreal winter (December-
February, DJF) for surface temperature, δ18Oprecip and precipitation were analyzed
for the PI and LGM-combined simulations.
First, we analyzed the seasonal amplitude (JJA minus DJF) for the PI control
simulation (Figure 3.7). δ18Oprecip values were higher (by 2 to 14) in the boreal
summer (Figure 3.7b) compared to the winter season in the Northern Hemisphere,
notably over North America and Eurasia, which may be due to the higher summer
temperature (Figure 3.7a). Lower values of δ18Oprecip were simulated in the northern
tropics during the boreal summer compared to boreal winter. This could be related
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to the amount effect, as suggested by the corresponding precipitation signature (Fig-
ure 3.7c). When contrasting the LGM-combined and PI seasonality (Figure 3.8), the
Figure 3.7: The JJA–DJF difference of (a) surface temperature (◦C), (b) δ18Oprecip
(), and (c) total precipitation (mmday−1) of the control experiment.
amplitude of the seasonal cycle of surface temperature over the northern latitudes
(>30◦N), especially over Greenland, Eurasia and North America was stronger in the
LGM-combined simulation (Figure 3.8a). For δ18Oprecip, the strength of the seasonal
cycle in the control climate was larger over the Laurentide ice-sheet, while over Eura-
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sia, the LGM seasonal amplitude was stronger (Figure 3.8b). The seasonality of
precipitation in the LGM climate was weaker as compared to the control climate over
the monsoon regions and in higher latitudes. Over southern Africa and between 40◦N
and 50◦N on the North American continent, the seasonal amplitude of precipitation
was larger during the LGM (Figure 3.8c), possibly because of a reduced winter (DJF)
precipitation in the LGM-combined simulation when compared to the PI.
Figure 3.8: The difference of (JJA−DJF) in LGM-combined experiment from the
(JJA−DJF) in the control run (a) surface temperature (◦C), (b) δ18Oprecip (), and
(c) total precipitation (mmday−1).
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3.7.2 Seasonal response in the experiments in comparison with
PI
Atmospheric general circulation features such as monsoons or the seasonal migra-
tion of Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) are reflected in the distribution of
δ18Oprecip. The isotopic ratio of summer precipitation is much lower than that of
winter precipitation and leads to lower summer δ18Oprecip values in connection with
the precipitation amount, especially in the tropics (seasonality and amount effect of
isotopes, Dansgaard, 1964).
Therefore, in this section, we analyze the seasonal response of δ18Oprecip in the
individual experiments with respect to the PI control climate. The winter and sum-
mer anomalies of δ18Oprecip are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. Lower
Figure 3.9: The anomalies of δ18Oprecip () for (a) GHG, (b) albedo, (c) topog-
raphy, (d) orbital, (e) SST, and (f) LGM-combined experiments from the control
experiment for the boreal winter (DJF).
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δ18Oprecip values were simulated in the Northern Hemisphere in the topography, SST
and LGM-combined simulations in the DJF and JJA seasons (Figure 3.9 and Figure
3.10 respectively) when compared to the control simulation, which could be a result
of the temperature effect due to the reduced SST and the changes in the atmospheric
circulation brought about by the topography changes. In the DJF season, δ18Oprecip
Figure 3.10: As Fig. 9, but for JJA season.
values were lowered by 5 to 10 over western Antarctica in the topography, LGM-
combined and SST experiments. The albedo experiment produced summertime lower
δ18Oprecip values over North America and the response was stronger than in win-
ter. The topography experiment produced higher δ18Oprecip values in the south of
the North American continent. Higher δ18Oprecip values were simulated over central
Antarctica in the SST experiment, both in winter and summer. It should be noted
that the direct influences of GHG forcing provided a minimal response in both winter
and summer seasons over land. The higher δ18Oprecip values in the boreal summer in
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the SST and LGM-combined simulations over Africa and South Asia were correlated
with the reduced summer monsoon intensity (not shown) in these experiments.
3.7.3 Isotopic content of the atmospheric water vapor
The isotopic ratio in precipitation depends on the isotopic content of the atmospheric
water vapor, which in turn changes with the atmospheric circulation. In the present
study, the topography and LGM-combined experiments produced the greatest changes
in the atmospheric circulation and seasonal distribution of the δ18O content of the
water vapor. Therefore, we focus on these experiments in the remainder of this
section.
The isotopic content of water vapor at the 500 hPa level showed a wintertime
depletion (Figure 3.11) over the ice sheets in the topography experiment compared
to the control run. The 500 hPa geopotential height field showed a split over the
Laurentide ice sheet in the flow due to the topography, in agreement with previous
LGM modeling experiments (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006a). A trough in the geopoten-
tial height field indicated enhanced storm activity over Eurasia and North Atlantic in
the winter season of the LGM-combined simulation (Figure 3.11a), with a ridge over
western North America and a trough over the east of the continent. The more west-
erly winds over central and northern Greenland in winter, also the remote moisture
transport from North America with lower δ18O values relative to a North Atlantic
source caused lower δ18O values in the water vapor over Greenland. In contrast,
higher δ18O values in water vapor were found over the North Pacific and over eastern
Eurasia where southeasterly wind anomalies were simulated with respect to the PI
experiment. Another feature of the 500 hPa winter circulation was enhanced trans-
polar winds from Eurasia to the northeastern part of the North American continent
in the topography as well as in the LGM-combined experiment. Higher δ18O values
in winter over the central North Pacific in the topography experiment (Figure 3.11b
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Figure 3.11: 500 hPa winter (DJF) circulation. Left panels: δ18O () in the va-
por and wind vectors (m s−1) overlaid for the PI, topography and LGM-combined
experiments; right panels: the difference of the same from the PI control run.
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Figure 3.12: As Fig. 3.11, for JJA
season.
middle) were absent from the LGM-combined experiment (Figure 3.11b bottom).
In the summer season (Figure 3.12), higher δ18O in water vapor were simulated
over Greenland and north-western Eurasia, and lower δ18O in water vapor were simu-
lated over the Laurentide ice sheet in the LGM-combined experiment when compared
with the control run (Figure 3.12b bottom). Higher δ18O values in water vapor over
Eurasia and over the Laurentide ice sheet were seen in the topography experiment.
Also, the circulation from Eurasia and the North Atlantic to central and southern
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Greenland was strengthened due to stronger eddy activity, along with a strengthening
of the circumpolar winds (Figure 3.12b middle). The 500 hPa wintertime circulation
responses over North America were similar in the LGM-combined and the topogra-
phy simulations, whereas the summer circulation in the LGM-combined was distinct
from the topography experiment. These differences in the summer circulation were
reflected as opposite signals in the pattern of the δ18O in vapor (higher δ18O values in
the topography experiment and lower δ18O values in the LGM-combined experiment)
over Northeast and central North America.
3.8 Discussion
To understand the changes in δ18Oprecip between the PI and LGM, a sequential proce-
dure was used to isolate the influence of the different LGM boundary conditions on cli-
mate. The experiments enable an examination of the dependence of the δ18Oprecip dis-
tribution on different aspects of the atmospheric circulation and precipitation regime
that result from the various climate forcing factors.
3.8.1 Simulated climates
The climate in our LGM-combined and PI control experiments was similar to re-
sults from existing coupled atmosphere-ocean model simulations (Otto-Bliesner et al.,
2006a; Merkel et al., 2010). This was in line with the observation from fixed-SST at-
mospheric model studies by, e.g., Timbal et al. (1997) and Mahfouf et al. (1994)
that an atmospheric GCM forced by SST anomalies from a coupled model run can
reproduce the general features of the atmospheric response obtained by the coupled
model. The specification of SST at the lower boundary of an atmospheric GCM has
the advantage that the atmosphere equilibrates in a few months with the prescribed
SSTs. However, prescribing SSTs led to an annual global energy imbalance at the top
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of the model and the surface, and the largest effects were seen in the surface energy
budgets. The surface temperature and precipitation patterns in the PI and LGM-
combined simulations were nearly identical to those of the fully-coupled model, so we
expect the simulations to produce consistent mean atmospheric states in response to
the forcings, and the anomalies from the control climate to be robust. When com-
pared to the PI simulation, the global annual mean latent heat flux is reduced in all
the experiments except the GHG simulation, which in turn balances the decreased
global annual mean precipitation.
A change in the albedo alters the absorption and reflection of solar radiation.
The albedo effect of the ice sheets is more prominent in the boreal summer months
than in the winter months, with a strong reduction of summer surface temperature
over North America and Eurasia and a corresponding depletion of δ18Oprecip. The
surface temperature gradient between the ice sheets and the adjacent ice-free areas
produced increased summer precipitation over the southern part of North America
and the western North Atlantic as also noted by Manabe and Broccoli (1985). In
the topography experiment a localized reduction of surface temperature and more
depleted values of δ18Oprecip were simulated due to drier conditions over the elevated
orography. The altitude effect contributed to the lower isotope ratios. The effects
of the ice sheet topography were mainly confined to the Northern Hemisphere high
latitudes, as an inter-hemispheric heat transport via ocean currents is missing in the
experiments. The resulting cooling was much smaller than that obtained by Hewitt
and Mitchell (1997), who use an atmospheric general circulation model coupled to a
mixed layer ocean model. Qualitatively, our results for the topography experiment
match those obtained by Pausata et al. (2011a) with a coupled atmosphere-ocean
model, who also obtain a warming over southern North America and western Europe
in response to the elevated orography, but on a larger scale.
The global mean temperature change of the orbital experiment was the small-
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est among all the simulations, which was expected as the orbital parameters for the
present day and the LGM are quite similar. The SST played a decisive role in the
reduction of tropical surface air temperature and precipitation and consequently led
to higher δ18Oprecip values in the SST experiment, which could thus be interpreted as
a direct effect of the SST on the tropical climate. Pausata et al. (2011b) similarly
find that changes in the Indian Ocean SST alone lead to a decrease in precipitation
over the Indian Ocean and subcontinent, hence producing higher δ18Oprecip values over
southern and eastern Asia. The global mean cooling brought about by the SST exper-
iment accounted for 67% of the total temperature reduction in the LGM-combined
experiment, which clearly demonstrated the importance of the ocean forcing. The
precipitation decreased substantially in the LGM-combined simulation, particularly
in the ITCZ and the monsoon regions as seen in previous studies Shin et al. (e.g.,
2002). In summary, the experiments showed that the SST and topography changes
brought about considerable changes in the annual-mean surface temperature and dis-
tribution of δ18Oprecip. The SST experiment produced a global response, whereas
the topography and ice-sheet albedo had more local effects on climate and hence the
δ18Oprecip distribution.
3.8.2 Regional annual mean of δ18Oprecip
From the regional annual means of δ18Oprecip over the different geographical regions
(Table 3.6), we infer that each factor produced unique changes in the isotope sig-
nals over different regions. The albedo, topography and SST changes were the major
factors influencing the annual mean δ18Oprecip over the Laurentide ice sheets. For
Greenland and Antarctica, the reduction in SST and the change in topography were
the dominant factors that led to more depleted values compared to the PI simulation.
The topography and SST effects explained most of the LGM depletion over Antarc-
tica. The regional annual mean of δ18Oprecip over the North American ice sheets for
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the LGM-combined experiment is -24 (Table 3.6), which is less depleted compared
to the approximate value of -31 derived for the Laurentide ice sheet (Duplessy et al.,
2002). A lowering by 10 of δ18Oprecip values was produced over the Laurentide ice
sheet in the LGM-combined experiment. The topography change alone brought about
lower δ18Oprecip values of 3 over North America, while albedo and SST changes re-
duced δ18Oprecip by 1 each. The altitude effect (Dansgaard, 1964) in the topography
experiment was evident from the difference to the ice-sheet albedo experiment. The
mean value of -17 in the LGM-combined experiment over Eurasia was compara-
tively high with respect to the range of -16 to -40 proposed by (Duplessy et al.,
2002). The annual-mean difference of -2.2 between the LGM-combined and PI ex-
periments over Greenland (Table 3.6) was smaller than the difference of -6 to -8
in δ18Oprecip obtained from GRIP/GISP2 estimates (Werner et al., 2000 and references
therein). The difference of δ18Oprecip between the LGM-combined and PI experiments
over central Greenland of -2.67 was smaller than the difference of -4.1 modeled
for the summit region by Werner et al. (2001). The difference in annual-mean surface
temperature between the LGM-combined and PI experiments over central Greenland
(-13.96◦C) was smaller than the reconstructed value from the borehole thermometry
(approximately -23◦C; Cuffey and Clow 1997). Thus, the over-estimation of surface
temperature over Greenland in the model could explain the heavier δ18Oprecip value.
Over northern and southern South America, the annual-mean depletion was stronger
in the SST and LGM-combined experiments compared to the control climate. Pre-
vious studies (Clapperton, 1993; Thompson et al., 2000) suggest a drier climate over
South America during the LGM (25% of land classified as desert), with colder tropical
oceans and weaker inflow of moisture from the ocean. The response of the δ18Oprecip
to the LGM-combined and LGM-SST forcing hints at the influence of the Atlantic
Ocean, Pacific Ocean and Caribbean Sea, which are the major sources of moisture
for this continent (Rozanski and Araguás-Araguás, 1995). Sylvestre (2009) suggests
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prevailing drier conditions in northern South America and a wetter southern part of
the continent. The apparent shift in ITCZ and the wetter zones along with a less
supply of moisture with higher δ18Oprecip composition from the ocean are expected
to be the reason for more depleted values simulated in southern South America than
in northern South America. Over North Africa, higher annual-mean δ18Oprecip val-
ues were simulated in all simulations in spite of small anomalies in precipitation,
and the corresponding slopes in the precipitation-δ18Oprecip relationships for all the
experiments were higher (by 0.1 mmday−1 to 0.2 mmday−1) than for the PI ex-
periment (-0.69 mmday−1), except for the topography experiment. These changes
were consistent with the amount effect, as was also reported by Risi et al. (2010c) for
West Africa. There may be different reasons for the negative precipitation anoma-
lies over West Africa in the individual experiments. It was found that the ice-sheet
albedo in LGM is responsible for the changes in the subtropical trade wind pattern
and a southward shift of the ITCZ (Chiang et al., 2003). However, the precipitation
anomalies could also result from a poor representation of surface temperature and
precipitation in our model over this region (Levis et al., 2004; Deser et al., 2005;
Meehl et al., 2006). When compared the model results with observed data (GNIP;
IAEA/WMO, 2006), it was found that the model in general underestimated δ18Oprecip
in arid regions such as North Africa, thus a small reduction in precipitation could have
caused an exaggerated increase in isotope ratios. Finally, the model is comparatively
colder over North Africa, while it overestimates the precipitation in the southern parts
when compared to observations. The simulated annual-mean anomaly of δ18Oprecip
over Antarctica in the LGM-combined experiment agrees reasonably well with the re-
constructed difference of 3 to 5 compared to the present-day value in the Vostok
ice core (Lorius et al., 1985).
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3.8.3 Spatial relationship of δ18Oprecip with surface tempera-
ture and precipitation
The δ18Oprecip-surface temperature relationship simulated in the PI experiment over
Greenland has a slope that is slightly smaller (by 0.06/◦C) compared to observa-
tions (Johnsen et al., 1989, δ18O=0.67/◦C T-13.7, T in ◦C) and results from the
ECHAM3 (Werner et al., 2000) and the CAM2 (Lee et al., 2007) atmosphere models.
In our LGM-combined experiment, the spatial slope was reduced by 0.09/◦C over
Greenland. Generally, the spatial slopes obtained for the control and LGM climates
were similar, as in the results obtained by, for example, Jouzel et al. (1994). The slope
of the δ18Oprecip-surface temperature relationship over Antarctica in the PI simula-
tion (0.54/◦C) deviates from the observations by Dahe (1994), who derive a slope of
0.84/◦C, and by Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008) ś result of 0.80/◦C. The inability
of isotope models to accurately simulate the present-day distribution of isotopes over
the southern polar regions and the failure to reproduce the inland depletion was dis-
cussed in Werner et al. (2000) and Lee et al. (2007). The underestimation of isotopic
depletion over Antarctica is suggested to be related to the representation of the cloud
microphysics in these models and their representation of the transport of moisture
inland (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008). The reduced slope over Antarctica in our
results points to less depletion of isotopes in precipitation with lower temperature in
the model over the continent. The warm bias in our model over Antarctica could also
be a contributing factor to the lack of the lowest δ18Oprecip values observed in polar
snow. The tropical amount effect was evident in all our simulations and the slope
obtained for the control run was comparable in magnitude with the slope derived
from the observed values at the tropical marine stations selected from the GNIP data
base (-0.55 per mmday−1, Cole et al., 1999; Bony et al., 2008). Except for the SST
and LGM-combined experiments, the changes in the δ18Oprecip-precipitation relation-
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ship were negligible, mostly due to the fixed SSTs. The spatial and temporal slopes
for Greenland were relatively close when the difference between the LGM-combined
and PI simulations was considered (the temporal slope differed by about 19% from
the spatial slope). Temperature profiles from borehole thermometry (Cuffey et al.,
1994; Jouzel et al., 1997) and temperature estimates from the thermal fractionation
of gases (Severinghaus et al., 1998; Severinghaus and Brook, 1999) indicate that the
temporal slope over Greenland was about half of the spatial slope. A modeling study
by Werner et al. (2000), who obtain a temporal slope smaller by 60% than the spa-
tial slope, attribute this change to the seasonality in glacial precipitation (strongly
reduced winter precipitation) over Greenland. We suggest that the absence of a dis-
tinct seasonality in precipitation under PI as well as glacial conditions over Greenland
in our results led to similar spatial and temporal slopes. The temporal slope obtained
over East Antarctica was about half the spatial slope, as also seen in the modeling
study by Lee et al. (2008). The reduced winter precipitation in the LGM and the
changes in the glacial topography and consequent reduction in surface temperature
in West Antarctica could have resulted in the change of the glacial-PI temporal slope.
Lee et al. (2008) suggest that the value of the temporal slope is related to the tem-
perature decrease over the Southern Ocean. Comparison of the temporal slopes with
that obtained by the modeling studies of Werner et al. (2000) and Lee et al. (2008)
suggests that the slopes obtained could be model-dependent.
3.8.4 Seasonal cycle of δ18Oprecip
As Jouzel et al. (1987) noted for the present-day climate, the seasonal cycle of
δ18Oprecip is divided at 30◦of latitude, where the zero contour was also found in all our
experiments (Figure 3.7b, Figure 3.8b). Observations show that poleward of this lat-
itude the seasonal contrast is stronger and the maximum enrichment in the summer
of the respective hemispheres is largest (Feng et al., 2009). These latitudes coin-
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cide with regions of strong evaporation and little precipitation due to subsiding air
masses. Furthermore, the precipitation in these latitudes is enriched in heavy isotopes
because of the proximity to the source regions. It has been argued that the seasonality
of isotopes between 20◦S and 20◦N reflects the atmospheric circulation and that the
isotopic minima and maxima in the different seasons represent the positions of the
ITCZ (Feng et al., 2009). The seasonal anomalies of δ18Oprecip in the simulations show
that the influence of the climate factors varies with the seasons. The largest response
in δ18Oprecip to the ice-sheet albedo was simulated in boreal summer. The higher
summertime δ18Oprecip values produced over the tropical monsoon regions in the SST
and LGM-combined simulations are also an evidence of the dominance of the rainy
season on the annual signal and of the relative importance of SST in the distribution
of δ18Oprecip over the region. The higher δ18Oprecip values simulated in the summer
season of the LGM-combined experiment is in agreement with previous studies indi-
cating a weaker southwest summer monsoon during the LGM (Manabe and Broccoli,
1985; Van Campo, 1986; Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986; Rind, 1987; Lautenschlager
and Santer, 1991) and at the same time, the ITCZ likely shifted southward.
The absence of a strong seasonality in the precipitation rate over Antarctica found
in our experiments was also reported in Cuffey and Clow (1997). A similar lack of
definite seasonality in precipitation and in isotope distribution over Greenland was
found in all the simulations. The SST experiment brought about the largest change
in the δ18Oprecip distribution over Greenland, both in winter and summer, while the
topography experiment produced more depleted δ18Oprecip values in summer, when
compared to the control experiment.
3.8.5 Changes in the atmospheric circulation
It is suggested that the atmospheric circulation in the LGM was considerably different
from the present-day configuration, owing to the elevated ice-sheet orography and in-
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creased sea-ice in high latitudes (Broccoli and Manabe, 1987a; Shin et al., 2002; Otto-
Bliesner et al., 2006a). Pausata et al. (2011a) conclude that the ice sheet topography
in the LGM plays a dominant role in altering the large-scale atmospheric circulation,
particularly over the North Atlantic Ocean. Distinct changes in the northern high-
latitude circulation were indeed simulated in our topography and LGM-combined
experiments with associated differences in the distribution of δ18O in vapor. Previous
studies (Charles et al., 1994; Werner et al., 2001) identify the near-by polar seas,
the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans and the North American and Eurasian
continents as the moisture source regions for glacial Greenland precipitation. When
compared to modern conditions, the ice sheets caused a significant reduction of the
contribution of moisture from North America, particularly the region covered by the
ice-sheets. Werner et al. (2001) also find a southward shift of moisture transport
from the North Atlantic and North America to Greenland. Kageyama and Valdes
(2000) suggest that in Greenland, the winter precipitation during the LGM is lower
because of the changes in atmospheric circulation and the southward deviation of the
storm tracks due to the Laurentide ice-sheet, extended sea ice, and also because of
the modified latitudinal SST gradient. The drier air mass advected over Greenland
causes less precipitation during the winter season in the north. The drier air mass
over the ridge in the 500 hPa geopotential height field (not shown) near the margin
of the Laurentide ice sheet may have led to more depleted δ18O in vapor values dur-
ing winter in both the topography and LGM-combined simulations. The increased
northerly flows and trans-polar advection of colder and drier air-masses at the 500
hPa level in the LGM-combined experiment would also have contributed to the drier
conditions and more depleted δ18O in vapor values during the DJF season. When
comparing responses of δ18O in vapor to the topography and the LGM-combined
forcing, they are very similar over North America during DJF and opposite during
JJA. This indicates that the ice-sheet albedo was the major controlling factor during
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summer. Pausata et al. (2011a) also find a relatively larger effect of albedo on the
upper tropospheric winds in summer. The enrichment of heavy isotope ratios in vapor
in the mid-troposphere seen in the JJA season of the LGM-combined and topography
simulations over Greenland could be attributed to the advection of enriched water
vapor from the North Atlantic and Eurasia, which agrees with Charles et al. (1994),
while the North Pacific source of moisture for northern Greenland was not evident in
our results.
3.9 Conclusions
Our experiments allowed for an assessment of the effect of the individual climatic
boundary conditions on the climate of the LGM, although a complete factor separa-
tion analysis (Stein and Alpert, 1993) was beyond the scope of this study. The focus
was on the spatial pattern of the climate and corresponding isotopic response and to
a lesser degree on its magnitude. We suppressed the feedbacks from the ocean and sea
ice by using fixed SSTs derived from previous simulations of a coupled atmosphere-
ocean model, which allowed the response to the LGM SST to be considered as a
separate factor. This methodology had the advantage of largely isolating the effect
of the individual forcing factors (particularly albedo, ice sheet topography and in-
solation changes) on the atmosphere without the response being dominated by the
SST feedback. We note, however, that quantitative aspects of the response to the
individual forcing factors in a fully coupled model are likely to be different from our
results.
Our simulations indicate that the changes in topography due to the large conti-
nental ice sheets and the changes in SST were the two predominant factors determin-
ing the distribution of oxygen isotopes in precipitation. The altitude effect and the
changes in atmospheric circulation brought about by the LGM topography led to a
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depletion of δ18Oprecip in the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Overall, the
albedo and topography of the ice-sheets have a local effect on the surface tempera-
ture and precipitation, and the distribution of δ18Oprecip appears to be influenced by
these local changes in surface temperature. The lower SST was the dominant fac-
tor in reducing the precipitation in the tropical regions, which in turn led to higher
δ18Oprecip values in summer. Treating the SST as a separate forcing factor helped to
understand the isotopic response particularly in the tropics. The relationship between
δ18Oprecip and surface temperature and δ18Oprecip and precipitation was rather insen-
sitive to changes from PI to full LGM boundary conditions. A strong seasonality was
lacking in the surface distribution of δ18Oprecip and precipitation over Greenland in
all the simulations. The LGM-topography and LGM-combined simulations produced
substantial changes in the tropospheric circulation. The changes in atmospheric cir-
culation led to a drying and more depleted δ18O in vapor in the LGM-combined
simulation during boreal winter. In contrast, the summer circulation showed an en-
hanced southerly flow from the North Atlantic to Greenland with enriched vapor.
The increased summertime southerly moisture transport from the North Atlantic to
Greenland in the LGM-combined experiment hints that it could be a major source
of moisture for Greenland during the LGM. The role of the North Atlantic SST in
causing changes in the atmospheric circulation near Greenland could be small, as
the 500 hPa anomalies in the δ18O in vapor in the SST experiment were small and
even opposite in sign when compared to the anomalies of the LGM-combined simula-
tion. An isotopic seasonality related to the precipitation amount effect is found over
the tropical monsoon regions in our LGM-combined and SST simulations, where the
colder and drier Asian continent during the LGM caused a reduction of the land-sea
temperature gradient and hence of the intensity of the SW monsoon. Future studies
should include at least a mixed layer ocean model to account for the ocean-atmosphere
feedback, as well as a possibility to tag the water vapor from different source regions.
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Supplemetary Figure
(Supplementary Figure 3.1): Annual mean SST anomaly (◦C) for LGM minus PI
from the coupled CCSM3.0 run (contours). LGM annual mean anomaly from the
MARGO data (◦C) is plotted as scatters over the contours with the same color scale.
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Chapter IV
Hydrogen isotopes of meteoric water in
Africa: Modeling and comparison to data
T. Tharammal, A. Paul, J. A. Collins, U. Merkel and S. Mulitza
4.1 Abstract
In this work we present the results of four different time slice experiments - pre-
industrial (PI, approximately 1800 AD), mid-Holocene (6 ka BP), LGM (21 ka BP)
and Heinrich Stadial-1 (HS1, 16 ka BP) - using an atmospheric general circulation
model fitted with an isotope module. The goal of the study is to analyze the wa-
ter isotope distribution over the African continent during these time periods. Model
results for hydrogen isotope composition of precipitation (δDprecip) for these time
periods are compared with δD data obtained from the stable hydrogen isotope com-
position of plant leaf-wax n-alkanes (δDwax). The model results agree with δDwax
on the isotopic enrichment of precipitation during the LGM and HS1 and suggest
that this was due to reduced summer monsoon intensity. Over the Sahel, the results
agree on the increased precipitation and the depletion of isotope distribution during
the mid-Holocene, thereby reflecting the amount effect and the relationship between
δDwax and precipitation intensity. In the southern subtropics, the model and data
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show larger differences in magnitudes of depletion, which we interpret as changes in
the remote effects on δDprecip during the different climate states.
4.2 Introduction
Tropical African climate is governed by the seasonal migration of the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ), a band of deep convection at the location of maximum
insolation and moisture convergence. This causes northern and southern belts of
monsoonal climates with rains in summer. The rainfall distribution over Africa de-
pends on shifts in the large scale wind fields at different levels in the troposphere,
sea-surface temperature (SST) variations (Giannini et al., 2003), atmospheric aerosols
and changes in land surface boundary conditions (Nicholson, 2000a; Zhao et al., 2011).
Equatorial Africa has a humid climate with two rainfall maxima per year. The north-
ern and southern temperate regions of the continent are affected by the equatorward
displacement of the mid-latitude westerlies during the respective winter season. The
subtropical deserts (the Sahara in the Northern Hemisphere and the Namib coastal
desert in South West Africa) are dominated by subtropical anticyclones throughout
the year.
The seasonal rainfall over the Sahel is strongly influenced by variations of SST anoma-
lies in the tropical Atlantic, central and east Pacific and the Indian Ocean (Lamb,
1978; Palmer, 1986; Hastenrath, 1990; Bader and Latif, 2003). Nicholson (2001) finds
that the wet years in the Sahel are preceded by an anomalously warm tropical At-
lantic. A model study by Rowell (2003) finds that Sahel rainfall is also related to SST
anomalies in the Mediterranean Sea. The African easterly jet (AEJ) is an important
wind structure over northern Africa prominent in summer and helps to generate and
maintain the wave disturbances that modulate the rainfall field in North West Africa
(Cook, 1999; Thorncroft and Blackburn, 1999; Nicholson, 2001). Since the AEJ is
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associated with the divergence of moisture below the level of condensation, a strong
jet is assumed to be connected with low precipitation over the western Sahel (Cook,
1999; Nicholson, 2001).
A prominent part of austral summer (December-February) rainfall over much of
South Africa (SA) is derived from tropical-temperate trough systems that extend over
continental SA and the adjacent SW Indian Ocean (Washington and Todd, 1999; Todd
et al., 2004). A second convergence zone, the Congo Air Boundary (CAB), separates
the on-land flow from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, thereby dividing easterly trades
and westerly monsoonal wind systems over Africa (Nicholson, 2000b).
Precipitation in eastern Africa is controlled by the position of two convergence
zones, the ITCZ and the CAB and topography (Nicholson, 1996). Ummenhofer et al.
(2009) find that positive SST anomalies in the western Indian ocean cause enhanced
atmospheric moisture content. Consequently the westerly airflow gets strengthened
over Central Africa and a strong anomalous convergence of moisture occurs over most
of equatorial East Africa. Modeling studies (Latif et al., 1999; Friederichs and Paeth,
2006; Bader and Latif, 2011) also emphasize the relation between Indian ocean SST
anomalies and precipitation over East Africa.
Three major time periods during the late Quaternary, i.e., the mid-Holocene (6 ka
BP), Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, approximately 23-19 ka BP) and Heinrich stadial-
1 (HS1, approximately 18-16 ka BP), present a fitting scenario to study the impact
of changes in the atmospheric and oceanic boundary conditions on the continental
climate and hydrological cycle over Africa in the past. Climate modeling studies
suggest a generally drier climate over tropical Africa during LGM and HS1 (Braconnot
et al., 2000; Mulitza et al., 2008) and a wetter climate during the mid-Holocene
(Joussaume et al., 1999; Doherty et al., 2000; Texier and Noblet, 2000; Braconnot
et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2005) than the present day climate.
During the early to mid-Holocene, tropical Africa was wetter than today (Gasse,
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2000), which is explained by the intensification and northward expansion of the
African-Asian monsoon (Braconnot et al., 2007). A high Northern Hemisphere (NH)
summer insolation in the early and mid-Holocene enhanced the thermal contrast be-
tween land and sea producing stronger summer monsoons (Prell and Kutzbach, 1987;
Hewitt and Mitchell, 1996; deMenocal et al., 2000) as the continental surfaces respond
faster to the seasonal cycle of insolation because of the low thermal capacity of the
land. A multi-model analysis of the role of the ocean in the African monsoon during
the mid-Holocene (Zhao et al., 2005) finds that the dipole (higher temperature to
the north of 5◦N and lower temperature to the south) in late summer SST anoma-
lies in the tropical Atlantic increases the length of the African summer monsoon and
precipitation over the Sahel. The Paleo Climate Modeling Intercomparison Project
(PMIP) (Braconnot et al., 2000) finds that the ITCZ in the north only experienced
small northward or southward shifts between the LGM and mid-Holocene periods.
The modeling study by Kutzbach et al. (1996) asserts the need to include not only
orbital forcing but also the vegetation feedback in modeling the mid-Holocene cli-
mate. During PMIP2, this has been addressed for the first time using comprehensive
climate models (Braconnot et al., 2007).
Heinrich Events were six millennial-timescale, abrupt cool episodes during the
late Pleistocene around the North Atlantic as a result of massive ice-berg discharge
to the ocean (Heinrich, 1988; Broecker et al., 1992; Hemming, 2004). The Heinrich
Events, which are identified as H1 through H6 from the youngest to the oldest, were
followed by strong SST and salinity reductions in the North Atlantic (Bond et al.,
1992; Vidal et al., 1997), which is assumed to have caused the slow-down of the
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (McManus et al., 2004; Brady and Otto-
Bliesner, 2011). Climate models and proxies also show that the monsoon circulation
was altered during the Heinrich events (Pausata et al., 2011b; Stager et al., 2011).
During the LGM, paleo-proxy records indicate generally dry conditions in both
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hemispheres (Shi et al., 1998; Prentice and Jolly, 2000; Wu et al., 2007), while from
orbital forcing increased summer precipitation in the southern tropics is predicted.
Reduced SSTs in the tropics (MARGO, 2009) might have played a significant role
in the tropical climate by reducing the evaporative flux (Gasse (2000) and references
therein). Proxy studies suggest a dry central equatorial Africa during the LGM (Sche-
fuß et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2008). A study by Schefuß et al. (2005) using plant
wax hydrogen isotope data and an alkenone-based SST reconstruction finds that pre-
cipitation in Central Africa during the past 20,000 years was mainly controlled by
the difference in sea surface temperatures between the tropics and subtropics of the
South Atlantic Ocean, which opposes the assumption that the moisture availability
in Central Africa was determined by the position of the ITCZ alone. In southeast-
ern Africa, a climate reconstruction by Schefuß et al. (2011) suggests that remote
atmospheric forcing by cold events in the northern high latitudes is a major driver of
hydro-climatology, in contrast to the Indian ocean SST variability proposed by Stager
et al. (2011).
Stable isotopes of water in precipitation can be used to track the hydrological cycle
because of the dependance of water isotopes on equilibrium and kinetic fractionation
associated with the phase transitions of water. The isotope ratio is represented as δ
value in  with δ=(RSAMPLE/RVSMOW-1)× 1000, where RSAMPLE is the ratio of the
heavier isotope to the lighter isotope of the sample and RVSMOW=155.76× 10−3  is
the hydrogen isotopic ratio of Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water. The fractiona-
tion of the stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen is strongly influenced by climate
(Dansgaard, 1964). Rainfall amount, moisture source, altitude, distance from the
coast, and humidity are the major factors influencing the stable isotope ratios of wa-
ter in precipitation in the tropics (Dansgaard, 1964; Rozanski et al., 1993; Gonfiantini
et al., 2001).
In the monsoon domains, the ratio of isotopes in precipitation is mostly related to
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the amount of precipitation (amount effect; Dansgaard, 1964; Rozanski et al., 1993;
Dettman et al., 2001; Lee and Fung, 2008; Risi et al., 2008b). Vuille et al. (2003)
suggest that the amount effect is caused by the small-scale vertical convection asso-
ciated with precipitation in the tropics. As the condensation proceeds, the heavier
isotopes are preferentially removed and the relative abundance of the heavier iso-
topes in the water vapor decreases. Since the total amount of precipitation increases
with the increase in the convective nature of a particular rainfall event, the isotopic
composition of the precipitation gets more depleted. This effect can be amplified
by the fact that isotopic exchange with water vapor and evaporative enrichment of
raindrops are both greatly reduced with heavy rains (Dansgaard, 1964). Contrary
to Vuille et al. (2003), Risi et al. (2008a) conclude that the predominant processes
leading to the amount effect in the tropics are related to the fall and reevaporation
of the precipitation, rather than processes occurring during the ascent of air parcels.
They further find that the fractionation process during rain fall contributes the most
to the amount effect in regimes of weak precipitation, and the injection of vapor from
the unsaturated downdraft is predominant in regimes of strong precipitation.
Another factor that affects the isotope ratios over land is continentality, also re-
ferred to as the distance-from-coast effect. As oceanic air masses move inland and
lose water through precipitation, the remaining atmospheric water vapor becomes
progressively depleted in heavy isotopes and when the air mass reaches an orographic
obstacle, the altitude effect (Gonfiantini et al., 2001) will increase the depletion of
this air mass. A modeling study by Herold and Lohmann (2009) suggests that the
continentality was dominant in determining the east-west gradient of the isotopic
rainfall composition in Africa during the Eemian period.
The isotopic composition of precipitation over a region is also influenced by
changes in the source of moisture due to the changes in atmospheric circulation and
the seasonality of precipitation (Lewis et al., 2010; Pausata et al., 2011b). Also the
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extent of condensation and fractionation undergone by the air parcel along its ad-
vection from the source may increase with the distance to the destination, leading
to lower isotope values in precipitation derived from more distantly sourced vapor.
Model and observational studies have analyzed the variability of isotopes in eastern
Africa (Levin et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2010; Tierney et al., 2011a). Observations
(Levin et al., 2009) indicate that the comparatively high observed values of hydro-
gen isotope composition of precipitation (δDprecip) over eastern equatorial Africa are
caused by the enriched moisture originating from the Congo Basin. As such, the
CAB serves as an isotopic divide that separates two distinct moisture sources to the
region - the Indian Ocean, a relatively depleted moisture source and the recycled,
enriched continental moisture (Levin et al., 2009). Likewise, a modeling study by
Lewis et al. (2010) concludes that around Lake Tanganyika (eastern Africa) during
the HS1, the shift from an Indian Ocean dominated source to a strongly continental
and Atlantic-influenced source contributed to the isotope variability through changes
in the degree of pre-fractionation and the relative enrichment of the nonfractionat-
ing (e.g., during transpiration) continental moisture source. Similarly, Tierney et al.
(2011a) argue that the negative δD proxy data anomalies from lake Challa in tropical
eastern Africa signify the intensity of the East African monsoon circulation rather
than the local amount effect.
It has been shown that the compound-specific stable hydrogen isotope compo-
sition (δD values) of sedimentary n-alkanes (originating from the epicuticular wax
layer of terrestrial plants) can be used for reconstructing past changes in the trop-
ical hydrological cycle (Sauer et al., 2001; Schefuß et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2011;
Tierney et al., 2011a). The plant waxes get enriched in deuterium with increased
evapo-transpiration, also the soil water gets enriched with the heavier isotope under
arid conditions. Thus, the δD values derived from plant waxes correspond to the
evaporation-precipitation balance and can be used as a proxy for past changes in
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the hydrological cycle. In this study, we modeled the isotope ratios of precipitation
using an atmospheric general circulation model. We focus on three past time slices
(mid-Holocene, LGM, HS1) to assess the distribution of isotopes over Africa for these
time periods with respect to a pre-industrial control run (PI, approximately 1800
AD) and compare our model derived precipitation δD values with leaf-wax δD values.
Furthermore, we analyze the climate factors influencing the δD values in the model.
4.3 Numerical modeling setup and experiments
Four time slice experiments for the pre-industrial, mid-Holocene, Last Glacial Max-
imum and Heinrich Stadial-1 were carried out using the Community Atmospheric
Model CAM3.0 (Collins et al., 2006), equipped with stable isotope tracers of water
(Noone and Sturm, 2010; Sturm et al., 2010), referred to hereafter as IsoCAM. The
model has 26 hybrid levels in the vertical and a horizontal resolution of approximately
3.75◦ in both latitude and longitude, corresponding to a spectral truncation of T31.
The CAM3.0 model is coupled to the Community Land Model, CLM (Bonan et al.,
2002). Over land, the isotope ratios are calculated by a simple bucket model as
formulated by Manabe (1969) but the fractionation during evapo-transpiration and
the effect of different vegetation types on the isotope ratios are excluded. The stable
isotopes of water are traced through the hydrological cycle by the same transport pro-
cesses as for normal water (Noone and Sturm, 2010), with the isotopes fractionating
with every phase change.
The boundary conditions (orbital parameters, SST, greenhouse gas (GHG) con-
centrations, topography, ice-sheets) for each experiment were set according to the
PMIP2 protocol (Braconnot et al., 2007). As for control run, a pre-industrial simula-
tion (PI) was conducted with the boundary conditions set as per the PMIP2 protocol.
The GHG concentrations and orbital years used for each of the experiments are listed
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in Table 4.1. The SST and sea ice datasets for the PI, HS1 and LGM experiments
were taken from fully coupled CCSM3.0 simulations (Merkel et al., 2010). The ice
sheet extent and topography for the LGM experiment were taken from the ICE-5G
ice-sheet topography data by Peltier (2004). The coastlines for the LGM and HS1 ex-
periments were also taken from the ICE-5G reconstruction, and represent a lowering
of sea level by 120 m (Fairbanks, 1989). The HS1 simulation uses the same boundary
conditions as the LGM simulation in terms of the orbital parameters, GHG concen-
trations and surface properties. The coupled simulation for HS1 was conducted under
the LGM boundary conditions and with a permanent freshwater anomaly of 0.2 Sv
distributed over the whole Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian Seas (north of about 65◦N)
that was not compensated for elsewhere (Merkel et al., 2010). The mid-Holocene
simulation was initialized and forced with the SST and sea ice concentration derived
from a fully coupled CCSM3.0 run for the mid-Holocene period (Bette Otto-Bliesner,
personal communication). The orbital parameters of the mid-Holocene experiment
were set to 6 ka BP values, while those for the LGM and HS1 simulations were set to
the 21 ka BP values (Berger, 1978).
Table 4.1: The Boundary conditions for each of the experiments
Boundary conditions Pre-industrial mid-Holocene HS1 LGM
CO2 (ppmv) 280 280 185 185
CH4 (ppbv) 760 650 350 350
N2O (ppbv) 270 270 200 200
Orbital parameters (year) 1950 6 ka BP 21 ka BP 21 ka BP
δ18O surface enrichment (permil) 0.5 0.5 0.88 1.0
δD surface enrichment (permil) 4 4 7.05 8
The initial ocean surface isotope distributions for the LGM and the HS1 simula-
tions were corrected based on the sea level record of Lambeck and Chappell (2001) to
incorporate the effect of ice-volume change during these time periods. The LGM sim-
ulation was different from the LGM-combined simulation in Tharammal et al. (2013)
as the present study incorporates the ice-volume effect on the sea surface composition
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of isotopes. The sea surface enrichment of water isotopes was set to 1 for δ18O and
8 for δD in the LGM simulation. For the HS1 simulation a sea surface enrichment
of 0.83 for δ18O and 7.3 for δD was applied. All simulations were conducted for
35 model years and the last 10 years of each simulation were used for the analysis.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Comparison to modern observations
Figure 4.1: Annual mean total precipitation (mm day-1) in Africa. a) Pre-industrial,
b),c) and d) respectively are the anomalies of mid-Holocene, HS1 and LGM simula-
tions from the pre-industrial simulation.
The annual mean surface temperature in the PI simulation was found to be lower
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than in the observations (CRU data, Rayner et al. 2003) in northern Africa (north of
10◦N) by 2◦C to 4◦C, while in South West Africa (28◦S-12◦S, 5◦E-20◦E), the surface
temperatures were higher by 1◦C to 3◦C (not shown). The model in general simulated
the precipitation over Africa considerably well for the PI period (Figure 4.1a) but the
precipitation over North West (4◦N-25◦N, 20◦W-7◦W) and southern Africa (south of
10◦S) as well as over the eastern coastal regions were higher by 1-3 mm day-1 when
compared to the observed modern precipitation (based on the CPC Merged Analysis
of Precipitation - CMAP data, Xie and Arkin, 1997, not shown).
Figure 4.2: Total precipitation (mm day-1) in DJF season in Africa. a) Pre-industrial,
b),c) and d) are the anomalies of mid-Holocene, HS1 and LGM simulations from the
pre-industrial simulation, respectively.
The precipitation over South West Africa was in good agreement with the ob-
servations. The model results for the pre-industrial control run were compared with
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the GNIP data for the modern isotope distribution interpolated over Africa (Bowen,
2003). The annual mean δD in precipitation (δDprecip, Figure 4.4a) in South West
Africa, also large parts of the subtropics and over the Horn of Africa was higher
when compared with the observations. Over North West Africa and in the northern
subtropics the simulated δDprecip values and observations were comparable in magni-
tude (not shown). The seasonal δDprecip pattern in the model for PI (Figures 4.5a,
4.6a) showed lower δDprecip values in the summer (rainy season - JJA in Northern
Hemisphere) and higher δDprecip values in the winter (dry season - DJF in Northern
Hemisphere) of the respective hemispheres.
Figure 4.3: Total precipitation (mm day-1) in JJA season in Africa. a) Pre-industrial,
b),c) and d) are the anomalies of mid-Holocene, HS1 and LGM simulations from the
pre-industrial simulation, respectively.
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4.4.2 Spatial anomalies of δDprecip
The annual and seasonal results of the δDprecip values, surface temperature and pre-
cipitation simulated in the mid-Holocene, HS1 and LGM simulations were analyzed
with reference to the corresponding climate in the PI.
Figure 4.4: Annual mean δDprecip () in Africa. a) Pre-industrial, b),c) and d) are
the anomalies of mid-Holocene, HS1 and LGM simulations from the pre-industrial
simulation, respectively.
In the mid-Holocene, the annual mean δDprecip values were lower in northern Africa
(Figure 4.4b) when compared to the PI and were related to an enhanced convective
activity in northern Africa as diagnosed from the outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
at the top of the atmosphere (not shown) and increased annual precipitation (Figure
4.1b, about 1 mm day-1) over these regions. Reduced annual convective activity
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was simulated over Central Africa (15◦S-5◦N, 5◦E-30◦E), South Africa and equatorial
West Africa, where the annual precipitation was also reduced. During the DJF season,
higher δDprecip values were simulated in North West and Central Africa (Figure 4.5b).
The winter precipitation (Figure 4.2b) was reduced by 1-2 mm day-1 to the south
of 10 ◦N compared to the control run. In the JJA season, δDprecip values were reduced
by 5 to 15 (Figure 4.6b) in comparison to the PI in the northern latitudes, similar
to the annual mean (Figure 4.4b).
Figure 4.5: As Figure 4.4, but for DJF season.
The boreal summer (JJA) precipitation was also increased over northern and
equatorial Africa, as well as Arabia with anomalies exceeding 2 mm day-1 (Figure
4.3b). The simulated anomalies of δDprecip were higher in the Guinea coastal (0◦-
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10◦N) region in both the seasons and in the annual mean when compared to the PI
(Figures 4.4b, 4.5b and 4.6b).
Figure 4.6: As Figure 4.5, but for JJA season.
In the HS1 and LGM simulations (Figures 4.4c and 4.4d), higher annual mean
δDprecip values (by 10 to 30) were simulated in northern Africa and lower δDprecip
values (by 5 to 10) in southern Africa.
Over southwestern Africa, a reduction in precipitation over the coastal regions
between 15◦S-30◦S did not produce an enrichment over the region during the LGM
(Figures 4.1d, 4.4d). In southeastern Africa, lower δDprecip anomalies were seen in
the regions with positive annual mean precipitation anomalies during both the LGM
and HS1 (Figures 4.1c and 4.1d). The major difference between the HS1 and LGM
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simulations was a reduction in the annual convection and a reduced precipitation
by approximately 1 mm day-1 between 5◦N and 20◦N in the HS1 simulation when
compared to the LGM. This was associated with higher isotope ratios in the north
when compared to the LGM. In southwestern Africa, the annual mean precipitation
was increased during HS1 when compared to the LGM, which was reflected in the
lower isotope ratios in HS1. Lower δDprecip values in the DJF season of the LGM and
HS1 (Figures 4.5c, 4.5d) in southern Africa may be associated with increased austral
summer precipitation in the east.
In the JJA season of the HS1 and LGM simulations, higher δDprecip anomalies
(Figures 4.6c, 4.6d) were simulated in North East and Central Africa, and lower
δDprecip anomalies were simulated over the northwestern regions between the latitudes
of 10◦N and 20◦N.
4.4.3 Spatial and temporal relationship between δDprecip and
precipitation
To confirm the links between the precipitation amount and δDprecip, a cross correlation
analysis at lag 0 was performed using the annual mean data from the last twenty years
of the simulation for each experiment. The results of the analysis conducted between
annual mean precipitation and annual mean δDprecip are shown in Figure 4.7. In
North West Africa, a strong inverse correlation between the precipitation and the
δDprecip, that was significant at the 90% confidence level based on a Student’s t-test
was evident in the experiments except for HS1; also an inverse correlation between
the variables was seen along the eastern coastal regions, which could be interpreted as
the amount effect. An inverse correlation between the relative humidity in the lower
atmosphere (integrated from the surface to the 700 hPa level) and δDprecip was seen
over North West Africa in all the simulations (not shown).
The annual mean spatial (the relationship between δDprecip and precipitation over
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Figure 4.7: Correlation between annual mean δDprecip () and annual mean precipi-
tation (mm day-1) in Africa for Pre-industrial, mid-Holocene, HS1 and LGM simula-
tions, respectively. Stippling indicates significant results (p <0.1, Student’s t test).
a region) and temporal slopes (the relationship of δDprecip with precipitation at a
single geographical location through different climates over time) between δDprecip and
precipitation amount obtained for North West, Central and South Africa are shown
in Table 4.2. In North West Africa, the spatial slopes suggested lower δDprecip values
with an increase in precipitation (amount effect). The temporal and spatial slopes
obtained for the HS1 simulation for North West Africa showed similar values (spatial
slope 7 % less than the temporal slope, table 4.2), which was nevertheless less than the
slopes obtained for the mid-Holocene. In Central Africa, the spatial analysis showed
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Table 4.2: Spatial slope between annual mean δDprecip and annual mean precipitation
amount in the North West (4◦N-25◦N, 20◦W-7◦W), Central (15◦S-5◦N, 5◦E-30◦E) and
South West (28◦S-12◦S, 5◦E-20◦E) Africa, in  mm-1 day. The temporal slopes (in mm-1 day) calculated for the individual simulations with respect to the control
run are given in brackets.
Region PI mid-Holocene HS1 LGM
North West -5.20±0.53 -4.38±0.41(-3.09±1.5)
-2.45±0.78
(-2.64±2.9)
-4.03±0.56
(-0.42±3.6)
Central -0.16±0.85 0.89±0.86(-3.06±2.13)
4.85±2.04
(-8.56±1.14)
1.99±1.47
(-6.68 ±1.11)
South West -10.91±2.38 -11.76±2.48(0.37±3.38)
-9.96±2.56
(3.15±3.10)
-10.70±2.97
(-1.36±3.19)
the lack of a strong relationship between the annual mean δDprecip and the annual
mean precipitation for the simulations, whereas, the spatial slopes calculated for the
JJA season over the region for the three time slices showed a stronger relationship
between the δDprecip and summer precipitation. Additionally, for the HS1 and LGM
climates the temporal slopes showed a stronger relationship between the changes in
precipitation amount and changes in the δDprecip values with respect to the control
run. For South West Africa, the annual spatial slopes obtained were larger compared
to the annual spatial slopes obtained for North West Africa, whereas the temporal
slopes over the region were more variable than the spatial slopes obtained for all the
simulations. It should also be noted that the magnitude of precipitation anomalies
for both the HS1 and LGM simulations over South West Africa was smaller when
compared to Central and North West Africa. The differences between the spatial
and the temporal slopes between the three past climate states may also be related to
changes in the seasonality of precipitation, distance from the source and to changes
in the monsoon intensity.
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4.4.4 Changes in the atmospheric circulation and moisture
transport in the simulations
The atmospheric circulation patterns were analyzed in order to assess the variability
of the isotope ratios in water vapor with the changes in the atmospheric flow in the
individual simulations. The moisture supply for moderate or heavy precipitation is
mostly derived from transport, and thus from the convergence of low-level moisture
(e.g., Trenberth, 1999; Trenberth et al., 2003). In such regions, the isotopic ratio of
precipitation is expected to have a relatively higher contribution from the transported
atmospheric moisture than from the local evaporation (Lee et al., 2009). The changes
in atmospheric circulation at the 850 hPa level in terms of moisture transport and its
convergence are examined in this section, to understand the variability in moisture
transport and δD in vapor (δDvapor). Furthermore, the anomalies in atmospheric
circulation at 600 hPa were analyzed (not shown) to understand the variabilities in
the AEJ and related variations in the δDvapor of the individual simulations.
The low-level atmospheric flow patterns in the JJA season of the control run show
the major features of the summer circulation, i.e., the easterly trade winds, westerly
monsoon flow over Indian Ocean, Indian subcontinent and the Somali jet (Figure
4.8a). The moisture convergence over the CAB and ITCZ are evident in the results
(Figure 4.9a).
In the mid-Holocene simulation, the westerly moisture transport from the Atlantic
Ocean to the northern coastal regions between 5◦N and 10◦N was strongly enhanced in
the JJA season when compared to the PI, further increasing the moisture convergence
over the Gulf of Guinea and NW Africa (Figure 4.9b).
Dominant easterly and northeasterly moisture transport from the equatorial In-
dian ocean led to an enhanced moisture convergence over equatorial eastern coastal
regions. In the mid-Holocene simulation, isotope ratios over North West Africa were
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Figure 4.8: Wind (vectors, in m s-1) and δD (contours-shading, in) at 850 hPa level
in the JJA season in Africa. a) Pre-industrial, b), c) and d) are the anomalies of mid-
Holocene, HS1 and LGM simulations from the pre-industrial simulation, respectively.
The wind vectors overlaid in the figure (a) are absolute values, vectors over (b), (c),
(d) are anomalies from the PI.
rather high in the water vapor of oceanic origin (by the enhancement of low level
westerlies in the 15◦N-20◦N latitude band) (Figure 4.8b). A weakening of the AEJ
was simulated in the JJA season of the mid-Holocene (as seen in the 600 hPa level
winds; not shown), and consequently a weaker easterly outflow of moisture increased
the moisture content in the region. In addition, the increase in convective activity
over northern Africa contributed to the lower δDvapor values seen in the 600 hPa (not
shown) level over the region.
In the HS1 and LGM simulations during the JJA season, the moisture transport
was dominantly northeasterly in northern Africa and the Sahel as the trade winds
strengthened (Figures 4.9c and 4.9d). Furthermore, an increased moisture conver-
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gence was seen over North West Africa (Figures 4.9c and 4.9d). The δDvapor was
lower in North West Africa in both the HS1 and LGM simulations (Figures 4.8c and
4.8d), where the moisture transport anomalies were dominantly easterly and of land
origin. The lower isotope values in the vapor indicate enhanced fractionation during
the transport from the northwestern Indian Ocean and reduced contribution from
evapo-transpired water from the land. Likewise, increased moisture convergence was
simulated in the eastern African coastal regions with increasingly northwesterly mois-
ture transport anomalies and weaker easterly moisture transport from the southern
Indian ocean when compared to the PI.
Figure 4.9: Moisture transport (vectors, in g kg-1 m s-1) and moisture transport
convergence (contours-shading, in × 10-6 g/kg/s) at 850 hPa level in the JJA season
in Africa. a) Pre-industrial, b), c) and d) are the anomalies of mid-Holocene, HS1
and LGM simulations from the pre-industrial simulation, respectively. The moisture
transport vectors overlaid in the figure (a) are absolute values, vectors over (b), (c),
(d) are anomalies from the PI.
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In the HS1 and LGM simulations, a reduced moisture convergence was simulated
over Central Africa and in the CAB in the JJA season (Figures 4.9c and 4.9d) and
the response was more pronounced in the HS1 simulation. This could be because
of the reduced easterly moisture transport from the Indian ocean feeding the CAB
and the lower SST of the tropical northern Atlantic during the HS1 that led to
reduced evaporation thereby moisture content in the air. The extra-tropical westerlies
were strengthened over the southern Atlantic ocean and South West Africa, and the
moisture convergence in particular for the HS1 simulation, was reduced along the
southwestern coast. The reduced moisture transport from the southwestern Indian
Ocean and lower δDvapor values over the southern Atlantic (Figure 4.8c) correspond
partly to a depleted δDvapor over southeastern Africa in the HS1 simulation.
In the HS1 and LGM simulations, the strength of the AEJ was greatly enhanced
(not shown), and the magnitude of easterly moisture transport was increased by 8 g
kg-1 m s-1 to 10 g kg-1 m s-1 in LGM and 2 g kg-1 m s-1 to 6 g kg-1 m s-1 in the HS1,
thereby intensifying the transport of moisture from northeastern Africa to the west.
Over the Sahel, the moisture convergence at the mid-tropospheric levels was reduced,
leading to a drier atmosphere over the Sahel during these time periods.
4.4.5 Comparison of simulated δDprecip with leaf-wax δD data
Leaf-wax δD (δDwax) data from 9 cores off Africa (Collins et al., 2013) were compared
with the model results. Corrections for vegetation types and ice-volume were applied
to the leaf-wax data chosen for the comparison. The corrected δDwax will be denoted
by δDvc from now onwards in the paper. The continental catchment areas of leaf-
wax bearing material for each core was estimated based on modern-day transport
pathways (Collins et al., 2013). Table 4.3 shows the core sites and the catchment
area selected for the estimation of δDprecip corresponding to each core.
Area-weighted catchment means of different variables (surface temperature, total
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Figure 4.10: Anomalies of catchment mean δDprecip (permil) for the LGM, HS1 and
mid-Holocene simulations from the PI control run. a) Annul mean, b) DJF seasonal
mean, c) JJA seasonal mean.
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precipitation and δDprecip) were calculated from the model results. The annual and
seasonal mean anomalies of model-simulated δDprecip of the mid-Holocene, HS1 and
the LGM simulations from the PI control run are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
The model-simulated annual mean δDprecip values for Central and southern Africa
(catchment means 5-9) for the PI were highly depleted in comparison with the late
Holocene δDvc (not shown). This could be associated with the positive precipitation
bias in the model. Nonetheless, the δDprecip values simulated around the core locations
in North West Africa were similar to the late Holocene δDvc.
Table 4.3: Core locations and catchment basins chosen for the calculations
Core no. Latitude Longitude Area coordinates for the catchment basins
1 20.8 -18.6 25◦N-15◦S, West coast-5◦E
2 15.5 -17.9 20◦N-10◦S, West coast-5◦E
3 12.4 -18.1 17◦N-7◦S, West coast-5◦E
4 8.9 -15.0 14◦N-4◦S, West coast-5◦E
5 2.5 9.4 15.0◦N-2.5◦S,10◦W-20◦E
6 -5.6 11.2 5.0◦N-10.0◦S, West coast-30◦E
7 -11.9 13.4 7◦S-17◦S, West coast-20◦E
8 -17.2 11.0 15.0◦S-25.0◦S, West coast-20◦E
9 -23.3 12.4 18.0◦S-28.0◦S, West coast-20◦E
For the mid-Holocene, the leaf-wax isotope anomalies were negative at all the cores
(Collins et al., 2013), whereas the catchment basin means of annual mean δDprecip in
the model showed that the anomalies from the PI were negative for the cores 1,2,3,7
and 8, while positive anomalies were simulated for the catchment basins corresponding
to Central (cores 4,5,6) and South West Africa (core 9) (Figure 4.10a). The δDvc
anomalies for Central Africa were more comparable to the simulated JJA season
anomalies.
For the LGM and HS1 periods, the annual mean model results and δDvc showed
positive anomalies in the isotope ratios in the catchment means for basins 2,3,5 and
6 (North West and Central Africa), and the model data was 2 to 5 greater than
δDvc. The leaf-wax data and the simulated anomalies agree on the lower isotope
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ratios in South West Africa. However, the depletion produced in the model was less
(1 to 2) when compared to the leaf-wax data (5 and 20 respectively for the
cores 8 and 9). For both HS1 and the LGM, the anomalies inferred from δDvc in
southwestern Africa were closer to the simulated anomalies in δDprecip of December-
January-February (Figure 4.10b) than the anomalies in the annual mean.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 δDprecip distribution during mid-Holocene
The model successfully simulated the proposed increase in annual precipitation over
northern Africa during mid-Holocene as seen in other modeling studies (Kutzbach and
Liu, 1997; Joussaume et al., 1999; Braconnot et al., 2000; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006a)
and paleoclimatic archives (Gasse, 2000). Increased summer precipitation in northern
Africa and reduced precipitation in the DJF season over tropical and southern Africa
were reflected in the annual mean precipitation of the mid-Holocene simulation, where
the southern parts showed negative anomalies in the annual precipitation with respect
to the PI. The increase in North Atlantic SST in the boreal summer season and re-
lated circulation changes also contributed to this simulated change in precipitation.
The enhanced lower troposphere westerlies and southwesterlies over northern Africa
accelerated the moisture advection from the Atlantic Ocean to northern Africa and
the Arabian Peninsula. The model predicted a northward shift in the monsoon extent
over Africa (over 20◦N). The summer anomalies in precipitation and δDprecip for the
mid-Holocene were dominant in the spatial distribution of annually averaged δDprecip
over northern Africa.
Enhanced zonal moisture transport during the boreal summer and increased precipi-
tation over Central Africa and the Arabian Peninsula led to depleted isotope values
over these regions due to the isotopic amount effect. The higher annual mean δDprecip
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values simulated along coastal western Africa could be related to the increase in the
relatively enriched moist maritime air flux into inland areas, while a depletion was
simulated elsewhere and in northeastern Africa. This was also reported in the study
by Herold and Lohmann (2009). They attribute this simulated enrichment in the
west and depletion in the east to a shorter time interval from the source (evaporation
from the Atlantic), which leads to fewer precipitation events and therefore to less
isotopic depletion of the water vapor that reaches the coastal regions. The reason
for the isotopic depletion in North West Africa seen in the summer and annual mean
distribution of δDprecip in the mid-Holocene may be the combined result of continen-
tality and the amount effect (Dansgaard 1964).
The weakened AEJ and increased northeasterly moisture transport from a relatively
enriched Mediterranean Sea increased the moisture content in the northern subtrop-
ics. This led to a more enriched δDprecip seen both in the JJA and annual-mean
distribution over the subtropical desert even though the precipitation rate increased
(by 0.5-1 mm day-1) and there was a positive correlation between the isotope ratio
and precipitation (Figure 4.7b) over the region. The rain re-evaporation (Risi et al.,
2010a) near the arid regions in the north also might have contributed to this enrich-
ment. We expect that if a dynamic vegetation model was included, it would enable
a positive precipitation feedback. This could improve the simulation of Holocene
precipitation over North Africa, and lead to more realistic δDprecip values.
4.5.2 δDprecip distribution during HS1 and LGM
The model simulated a weaker hydrological cycle with a reduction in annual-mean and
summer precipitation in the LGM and HS1 simulations as also seen in fully-coupled
modeling studies (Kim et al., 2002; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006a; Merkel et al., 2010).
The presence of large ice sheets in the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere
and reduced GHG levels led to a cooling of the tropical SST (Bush and Philander,
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1998; Weaver et al., 1998; Webb et al., 1997), thus weakening the summer monsoon
circulation in these coupled simulations. The predicted reduction of precipitation
intensity over tropical and northern Africa are in agreement with the climate proxy
records (Yan and Petit-Maire, 1994; Gasse, 2000; Prentice and Jolly, 2000). The
monsoonal low-level (850 hPa) cross-equatorial flow off the east coast of Africa and
low-level westerlies along the South Asian coastal region were strongly reduced in
magnitude in the JJA season of the HS1 and LGM simulations (Figures 4.8c and
4.8d). The differences between each of these experiments and the PI simulation in the
circulation and precipitation patterns were also reflected in the δDprecip distribution.
During the LGM, the lower land-ocean temperature contrast and subsequent re-
duction in summer monsoon precipitation over North West and Central Africa pro-
duced considerably higher δDprecip values than in the control run due to the isotopic
amount effect. This is consistent with the finding by Risi et al. (2010b) that weak
convective systems produce an isotopically enriched precipitation in dry environments
associated with a strong reevaporation of the falling rain. Past precipitation records
infer a dry Central and North Africa during the LGM (Gasse, 2000). The enrichment
of isotopes over Africa and Asia during the LGM was also reported in previous iso-
tope modeling studies (Jouzel et al., 2000; Hoffmann and Heimann, 1997). Amount
of precipitation and δDprecip were inversely correlated in the northern tropical lati-
tudes, especially in North West Africa. In the southwestern coastal regions of Africa,
the drier and colder continent simulated during the LGM between 13◦and 21◦S was
in agreement with the proxy study by Shi et al. (1998). The absence of a definite
linear relationship between the precipitation amount and δDprecip over this region in
the annual-mean as well as during the wet season may suggest climate controls other
than the local amount effect on the δDprecip in both the LGM and HS1 simulations.
For the HS1 experiment, a weak anomalous divergence over the tropical southeast-
ern Atlantic (Figure 4.9c) and an increase in precipitation during local winter (JJA,
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Figure 4.3c) over southern Africa may be associated with increased mid-tropospheric
westerly moisture transport from the South Atlantic, which was warmer than during
the LGM. In addition, an enhanced annual convective activity and annual precipita-
tion over a warmer South Atlantic would have contributed to the lower isotopic ratios
over South West Africa when compared to the LGM (Figures 4.4c, 4.4d). Again, the
seasonal distribution of isotopes in southern Africa during the LGM and HS1 suggests
similar signals in both the eastern and western coastal regions. Lewis et al. (2010)
also find increased annual precipitation in southern Africa in response to freshwater
hosing of the northern Atlantic.
4.5.3 Local and remote controls on the isotope composition
The δDprecip in a region is controlled both by local and non-local (remote) processes.
Our results suggest that enhanced convection and an increased intensity of summer
precipitation led to more negative values of δDprecip in North West Africa during the
mid-Holocene. An enhanced convective activity leads to more cloud convergence,
and since the δD in vapor decreases with altitude, condensate that forms at slightly
higher altitude thus will be more depleted (Risi et al., 2008a). In general, the regions of
increased convective activity were strongly linked to lower isotope values, as also noted
by Risi et al. (2010b). In the LGM and HS1 simulations, a dry and isotopically more
enriched water vapor and more enriched rainfall over Central Africa were due to a
reduced moisture transport into the Congo basin and a reduced moisture convergence
over the CAB, which was in agreement with the findings of Schefuß et al. (2005).
The moisture transport from the western Indian Ocean to East Africa (approx-
imately 10◦N-12◦S, 30◦E-45◦E) in both seasons was reduced in the HS1 and LGM
simulations, and the anomalies in the moisture transport were mostly westerly or
southwesterly. However, the mechanism suggested by present-day studies (Ummen-
hofer et al., 2009) and proxy-data studies for the HS1 (Tierney et al., 2011b) relates
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warm Indian Ocean SST anomalies to such anomalous moisture convergence over
East Africa, as they propose that enhanced moisture transport may lead to increased
convergence in eastern Africa. The atmospheric dynamics for a wet eastern Africa
was similar to the findings of d’Abreton and Tyson (1995).
The increased northwesterly and continental origin westerly moisture transport
anomalies possibly contributed to the enhanced moisture convergence over the eastern
coasts and led to a lower moisture convergence over the CAB during the LGM and
HS1. Reduced evaporation-precipitation rates in the southwestern Indian Ocean in
both the simulations ruled out the possibility of an enhanced supply of moisture from
the Indian Ocean. Alternatively, modern observations of isotopes in precipitation
suggest that the enriched moisture originating from the Congo basin contributes to
relatively high observed isotope ratios over eastern equatorial Africa (Levin et al.,
2009). Likewise, our results suggest that the enhanced moisture transport from the
relatively enriched water vapor over Central Africa and northwestern Arabian Sea
to the equatorial eastern coastal regions during the LGM and HS1 (Figures 4.8c,
4.8d) led to the higher δDprecip over this region. The lower annual mean and austral
summer (DJF) δDprecip values for southeast Africa, however were consistent with the
local amount effect and in accordance with previous proxy studies that interpret δDwax
from the east as a proxy for precipitation intensity (Tierney et al., 2008; Schefuß et al.,
2011).
The lower isotope values simulated over South West Africa for the LGM inspite of
the reduction in annual mean precipitation (Figures 4.1d and 4.4d) and austral sum-
mer precipitation (DJF, Figures 4.2d and 4.5d) indicate the influence of the easterly
monsoon strength on the δDprecip distribution in this region. For the HS1, in addi-
tion to the weaker monsoon, an anomalous westerly/southwesterly moisture transport
that brought water vapor with lower isotope ratios from the tropical South Atlantic
contributed to the lower isotopic ratios in southwestern Africa when compared to the
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LGM.
In general, pronounced anomalies in δDvapor in the mid and lower troposphere, which
were either equal or stronger than the anomalies in δDprecip, point to the dependence
of the isotope ratios on the large-scale atmospheric circulation and variabilities in the
advection of moisture.
4.5.4 Model-Data comparison
Generally, the model and the data agree on the enrichment of δDprecip in the LGM
and the HS1, whereas in the mid-Holocene the model deviates from δDvc, particularly
in Central Africa. The increased precipitation bias reported by Yeager et al. (2006)
in the standalone CAM3.0 over the African continent and Indian Ocean (Richter and
Rasch, 2008) may have contributed to lower isotope ratios in the model when com-
pared to the late Holocene δDvc. The depletion of δDvc in all the core sites during the
mid-Holocene was interpreted to be due to an increase in local wet season intensity
or increased distance to the moisture source in northern and Central Africa (Collins
et al., 2013). Lower δDprecip values associated with the simulated enhancement of
moisture advection from the North Atlantic and the increased annual-mean precipi-
tation in North West Africa agree with this observation. Contrary to the inference
from the proxy data, a reduction in the annual precipitation and a related enrichment
was simulated in Central Africa. In addition, the temporal slope between δDprecip and
precipitation amount suggests a local amount effect. However, the lower δDvc seen
in Central Africa compares better to the JJA seasonal anomalies in the model. This
could imply that the proxy data records the wet season intensity as suggested in
Collins et al. (2013).
The temporal and spatial slopes obtained for the mid-Holocene are consistent
with the proposed amount effect in West Africa (Risi et al., 2008a,b). Higher δDprecip
anomalies when compared to the δDvc anomalies could partially be a result of the lack
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of an ocean feedback and thereby a reduced amount of precipitation, partially because
of the enhanced advection of relatively enriched moisture from the North Atlantic
ocean. The simulated decrease in the annual mean precipitation in the mid-Holocene
in southern Africa, except for the southeastern continent was also predicted by other
model studies (Tierney et al., 2011a). This could be due to a weaker seasonality of
insolation (by 5%) in the Southern Hemisphere during the mid-Holocene, due to the
precessional cycle (Berger, 1978). The lack of dynamic vegetation in the model might
have reduced the vegetation-climate feedbacks for the mid-Holocene as suggested by
other modeling studies (Kutzbach et al., 1996; Shin et al., 2006).
For the LGM, Collins et al. (2013) propose a reduced wet season intensity in West
and Central Africa and they interpret the negative δDvc anomaly in South West Africa
as an increase in rainout over South East Africa. The model also simulated an increase
in the annual precipitation over South East Africa, with the moisture originating from
the CAB, but the model results did not show a clear southward suppression of the
ITCZ as also suggested by Braconnot et al. (2000). Modeling studies by Kim et al.
(2007) and Tierney et al. (2011a) also find an increase in precipitation in South East
Africa during the LGM.
Our analysis indicates that δDvc is in fact recording the rainy season, and hence
contains a seasonal bias in the signal assuming that the precipitation bias in the model
over the region is steady and that the anomalies are robust. Although the addition of
water isotope tracers enables model-proxy comparisons, a quantitative comparison of
the model results and proxy data would require the model to consistently reproduce
the modern precipitation over the region.
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4.6 Conclusions
A comprehensive perception of the stable isotope distribution over the African con-
tinent is key to a better understanding of the climate change through time over the
region, by improving the interpretations of paleo-proxy records. In the present study,
we used an isotope-enabled atmospheric general circulation model to simulate the
hydrogen isotopes in meteoric precipitation over Africa for the past climate periods -
the mid-Holocene, LGM and HS1. Our results indicate that variations of δDprecip over
Africa were dependent on the precipitation amount and changes in the monsoon in-
tensity. Major variations in annual-mean δDprecip were mainly caused by summertime
changes in the precipitation amount and possible changes in the isotopic composition
of water vapor. Enhanced atmospheric convection and increased summer precipita-
tion during the mid-Holocene produced lower isotope values over northern Africa. We
suggest that during HS1 and the LGM, the negative δDprecip anomalies over southern
Africa were associated with enhanced moisture convergence over East Africa, which
in turn was partly due to the changes in the monsoonal circulation and deep convec-
tion that led to positive rainfall anomalies. The shift of moisture source to Central
Africa and humid Congo Air Boundary from the easterly monsoon circulation led to
higher isotope ratios over north and equatorial East Africa. The δDprecip and δDvc
distributions agree on the higher isotope values over northern Africa associated with
lower monsoon intensity. The magnitude of the anomalies derived from the δDvc dif-
fer from the model simulated values, but a qualitative comparison between the proxy
data and δDprecip was feasible. The difference between the spatial and temporal slopes
obtained between the climates suggests that the amount effect over a region varies
with the changes in climates and that the δDprecip values may depend on the shift in
sources of the water vapor delivered to the region and on the changes in atmospheric
circulation. The results further suggest that the proxy data may be biased towards
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the rainy season in the respective hemispheres.
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Chapter V
Stable isotopes of water in an atmospheric
model: Major features and model evaluation
with observations
T. Tharammal, K. Weigel, A. Paul, D. Noone and R. A. Scheepmaker
Abstract
In this study, we modeled the present-day global distribution of stable isotopes of
water using an atmospheric general circulation model - IsoCAM. Model results for
the isotopes in precipitation were compared against available observations from the
Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP). The simulated isotopic compo-
sition of water vapor was compared with total column averaged hydrogen isotopic
composition of water vapor from the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for
Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY). When compared to the observations, the
model captures the major effects in the distribution of isotopes in precipitation, such
as latitudinal gradients. Overestimations of the surface temperature over the po-
lar regions and of precipitation over the tropics caused major model-data differences.
The model satisfactorily simulates the annual mean distribution of total column mean
isotopes in vapor, but was found to overestimate the depletion over the convective
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regimes, which possibly led to a reversed seasonality over some of the land regions
when compared to the SCIAMACHY data. A moist bias in the model possibly con-
tributed to the discrepancies.
5.1 Introduction
The saturation vapor pressure and molecular diffusivity of the isotope species are
different from the normal water molecule. Therefore, the fractionation occurring dur-
ing the phase transitions of water (between vapor, liquid and ice) in the hydrological
cycle causes variations of water isotopes in atmospheric water vapor and precipita-
tion (Dansgaard, 1964). The equilibrium fractionation is a temperature dependent
process (Majoube, 1970) where a stronger fractionation occurs in a colder tempera-
ture and each phase change imprints a certain isotope ratio in the natural reservoirs
of water. The fractionation coefficient α defines the degree of enrichment/depletion
and is inversely dependent on the surface temperature, a property used in the isotope
paleo-thermometry (Dansgaard, 1964; Craig and Gordon, 1965). The lighter molecule
is preferentially evaporated and heavier isotopes are preferentially condensed, mak-
ing the remaining water vapor depleted in the heavy isotope content by a Rayleigh
process. The fraction of the vapor remaining in an airmass determines the isotopic
composition of precipitation from that airmass (Rozanski et al., 1982).
The stable isotope composition of the water vapor is influenced also by the pro-
cesses of advection of moisture from remote sources, mixing of atmospheric vapor
and evaporation, where each source has its unique isotopic composition (Clark and
Fritz, 1997). The major contributor to the isotopes in vapor are oceans, and evap-
oration over them increases the ratio of heavier isotopes in vapor as, in general,
evaporated moisture has a higher isotopic composition than the ambient atmospheric
vapor (Merlivat and Jouzel, 1979). During the ascent of the atmospheric watermass
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during convection, and subsequent condensation at the lower temperatures at higher
tropospheric levels, the remaining vapor gets successively depleted. A progressive
depletion of the heavier isotopes in vapor is predicted with the reduction in spe-
cific humidity with increasing altitude owing to the Rayleigh distillation (Dansgaard,
1964). Water masses become depleted in the heavier isotopes due to rainouts as they
move across the continents and this causes the hydrogen isotopic composition of water
vapor over high latitudes and inland of the land-masses to be relatively depleted with
the heavy isotopes. Over the higher latitudes, the isotope composition of precipita-
tion gets depleted in the heavier isotopes with decreasing temperature (the so-called
“temperature effect”, Dansgaard, 1964).
General circulation models (GCMs) fitted with water isotope tracers in their hy-
drological cycle have been used to simulate the isotopic distribution for the past and
present climates. The isotopes of water are incorporated in these models in such
a way that the hydrological cycle for the normal prognostic water is duplicated for
the isotopologues with isotopic fractionation during the phase changes (Noone and
Sturm, 2010). The hydrogen and oxygen isotopic composition of water is expressed
as deviations (denoted with δ values in ) from the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean
Water. For hydrogen isotopes, δD = (RSAMPLE /RV SMOW -1)× 1000, where R is
the ratio of heavier isotope (2H or ‘D’) to the ligher isotope (1H). Apart from the
Rayleigh processes, Field et al. (2010) find that postcondensation exchange (PCE)
depletes vapor of heavy isotopes, and has differential effects on the isotopic composi-
tion of precipitation. They further conclude that during heavy rainfalls, PCE tends
to deplete vapor and precipitation of heavy isotopes via atmospheric moisture recy-
cling. Modeling studies by Risi et al. (2008a), Noone and Sturm (2010), and Lee
et al. (2008) recognize PCE as the most important factor explaining the “amount
effect” (observed inverse relationship between the ratio of heavier isotopes in precip-
itation and the amount of precipitation over the tropics). Risi et al. (2008a) explain
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the amount effect as linked to reevaporation of the falling rain. As hypothesized by
Dansgaard (1964), the amount effect is linked to ‘fractionation during the rain fall as-
sociated with rain reevaporation and diffusive exchanges with the surrounding vapor
in the regimes of weak precipitation and the injection of vapor from the unsaturated
downdraft driven by rain reevaporation into the subcloud layer in the regimes of
strong precipitation’ (Risi et al., 2008a). Stewart (1975) suggests that the raindrops
are enriched in heavy isotopes when they evaporate at low relative humidity. Lee
et al. (2008) conclude that during heavy rains, the larger rain drops take longer to
equilibrate with the ambient vapor, and that the isotopic composition of the lower at-
mosphere becomes depleted as a result of the interaction with these raindrops, where
the degree of depletion of isotopes in vapor grows with higher precipitation rates.
Comparisons of the modeled distributions of water isotope ratios in water vapor
and in precipitation with observations will help to understand the hydrology and
physical processes associated with the fractionation and the isotopic composition of
the water cycle and to assess the performance of the models in simulating the global
isotope distribution. The Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP), a sur-
vey network organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) with the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO), has been collecting isotope samples in
rain water across the world, and the data are effectively utilized for the studies of
hydrological cycle and water resources (Rozanski et al., 1993; Araguás-Araguás et al.,
2000). A drawback of the GNIP data is the non-uniformity of the sampling stations
and low availability of data over large parts of the oceans. Advancement of satellite
spectrometry enable the analysis of the hydrogen isotopic composition of water va-
por (δDvapor) (Frankenberg et al., 2009; Worden et al., 2007), which has important
applications in understanding the sources of continental precipitation (Rahn, 2007;
Berkelhammer et al., 2012b,a). Measurement of isotopes in water vapor is predom-
inant over the sampling of the isotopes in precipitation in terms of availability of
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data during the non-rainy seasons and over the deserts. Ground-based networks of
spectrometers (e.g. the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON), Wunch
et al., 2011) also have been available since recent times, which, combined with the
satellite observations, are effectively used to assess the performance of atmospheric
general circulation models in simulating the water isotope composition in the vapor
(Risi et al. 2010c, 2012a,b; Yoshimura et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2012). Risi et al. (2012b)
find that the combined evaluation of relative humidity and the water vapor isotopic
composition facilitate the discrimination of most likely reasons for the moist biases
in the GCMs. In this study, we focus on the comparison of the present-day isotope
distribution in the model with observational data in both the precipitation and atmo-
spheric water vapor and to distinguish the model-data differences. The seasonality of
isotopes in total column water vapor and the seasonal variability of precipitable wa-
ter over different geographical regions were discussed in detail. On the basis of latest
scientific research mentioned above, we investigate how the version of the model that
we used for analysis - NCAR Community Atmosphere Model CAM3.0 (Collins et al.,
2004, 2006) fitted with water isotope tracers (Noone 2003, referred to as IsoCAM
hereafter) compare with the SWING2 model results analyzed in Risi et al. (2012b),
since our model differ in the formulations of physics, dynamics and isotopic schemes
from the models discussed in their study.
5.2 The model and experiments
5.2.1 The model
The model used for the analysis - IsoCAM - is based on an earlier isotope scheme of
Noone and Simmonds (2002), modified with a more advanced treatment of surface
exchange and cloud processes to make use of the multiple water phases predicted
by CAM3.0 (Noone and Sturm, 2010; Sturm et al., 2010). The spatial resolution
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employed in our experiments corresponds to a spectral truncation of T31 and 26
hybrid levels in the vertical. The related Gaussian grid has a spatial resolution of
approximately 3.75◦(48 grid points in latitude and 96 grid points in longitude). The
stable isotope ratios of water in the hydrological cycle of IsoCAM are transported
through the atmosphere by the same processes (advection, moist convection, evapo-
transpiration etc.) used to transport normal water (Noone and Sturm, 2010) and
undergo fractionation associated with the phase changes of water. The atmospheric
model is coupled to a land model (Community Land Model - CLM, Bonan et al., 2002)
at the same resolution as the atmospheric model. The land surface isotope scheme
in IsoCAM is limited to a simple bucket model, wherein no distinction is made be-
tween bare soil evaporation and transpiration, and evapotranspiration is considered
non-fractionating (Manabe, 1969; Noone and Simmonds, 2002). Isotopic composition
of the ocean surface was fixed with a constant value of 0.5 for δ18O and 4 for δD
(Craig and Gordon, 1965; Hoffmann et al., 1998). IsoCAM uses a semi-Lagrangian
formulation for the water vapor and tracer transport (Williamson and Olson, 1994),
without the application of a mass-fixer, and has been found to be sufficiently accu-
rate for conserving isotopic ratios during advection to low temperature environments
(Noone and Simmonds, 2002).
The model was run for a total of 20 years in the standard Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP, Gates et al., 1999) style forced with observed sea
surface temperature (SST) from the melded HadISST/Reynolds climatology for 1979-
2001 (Hurrell et al., 2008). The greenhouse gases concentration, orbital parameters
and surface properties of the land model are set to the modern values.
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5.2.2 Observational data
GNIP data
To assess the stable isotope composition of precipitation in the model results, we used
the long-term annual mean hydrogen isotopic composition of precipitation (δDprecip)
data from the GNIP database (IAEA/WMO, 2006). The GNIP data span across the
records dating back from the 1960’s to present day and comprise of the meteorological
data from around 800 stations, globally. For the comparison to the model results, the
GNIP data were regridded to the model grid. In addition, we added to this data the
δDprecip data over Antarctica from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008).
SCIAMACHY
We compared the model results with the satellite δDvapor and total precipitable wa-
ter products from the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Cartography (SCIAMACHY, Frankenberg et al., 2009) onboard the European Space
Agency (ESA)’s Environmental Research Satellite (ENVISAT). SCIAMACHY mea-
sures spectra from the UV to the short-wave infrared (2.3 micron). For the δDvapor
retrieval a spectral window between 2355-2375 nm is used, which makes the retrieval
sensitive to the entire atmospheric column. However, as the scale height of wa-
ter vapor is small, the lower atmosphere (0-2 km) contributes most strongly to the
SCIAMACHY HDO/H2O retrieval. SCIAMACHY has a spatial footprint of 120 km
to 30 km. We used the monthly and annual averages of the years from 2003 to 2005
(published in Frankenberg et al., 2009). The systematic correction of -20 in the
SCIAMACHY data (Frankenberg et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2012a; Lee et al., 2012) was
removed from the data before the comparison with the model results. The data were
regridded to the T31 model grid, and the grid cells with more than fifteen points
of retrieved δDvapor data were used for taking the mean. The average of the three
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years of SCIAMACHY data was used for the comparison to the annual mean total
column (weighted by the specific humidity) δDvapor data from the model results. For
comparing the seasonal variability in the model, we subjected the SCIAMACHY data
to further cloud filtering, by excluding those retrievals from the analysis which had
a precipitable water column differing more that 15% from the prior column or which
had a cloud fraction exceeding 10%.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Hydrogen isotope composition in precipitation: Com-
parison to the GNIP data
The global distributions of annual mean δDprecip from the model and the GNIP long
term annual mean are shown in Figure 5.1. The modeled δDprecip captures the major
features of the GNIP observations. The observations and model results show relatively
low δDprecip values around the polar regions where the “temperature effect” plays
the major factor in the distribution of the isotopes, and high values were seen in
the subtropics. The lowest δDprecip values were found over Antarctica, where the
model overestimated the values when compared to the data from Masson-Delmotte
et al. (2008). The present-day spatial slope over Antarctica between the surface
temperature and δDprecip was 4.58 ◦C−1, while the slope calculated for the data
was 6.34 ◦C−1. The polar and subtropical regions where the modeled δDprecip
values were more enriched than the GNIP results, had a positive surface temperature
bias in the model when compared to modern observations (Figure 5.2a; CRU data,
Rayner et al. 2003), which possibly led to higher isotope values in these regions.
The δDprecip values over the monsoon regions were depleted with the increase in
the precipitation intensity (“amount effect”). The spatial slope calculated between the
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Figure 5.1: The δD in precipitation in (). Top: δDprecip in IsoCAM, values over
Antarctica are from Delmotte et al., 2008, Middle: Long term annual mean GNIP
data for δDprecip, Bottom: The difference between the both (GNIP-IsoCAM).
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total precipitation and the δDprecip between 20◦S-20◦N, for all the model grid points
was -3.74 mm−1 day. Continentality, or the “distance from coast effect” where
lower δDprecip would be observed in the inland regions, was seen over Eurasia in
both the data and the model results. In the tropics, especially over Africa and the
Indian subcontinent, the simulated δDprecip was lower than the GNIP data by 10to
40, where the modeled annual mean precipitation exceeded the observed modern
precipitation (based on the CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation - CMAP data, Xie
and Arkin, 1997, Figure 5.2b).
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: The difference of (a) surface temperature in ◦C, (b) total precipitation in
mm day−1, of IsoCAM from the observations (CRU data for the surface temperature,
CMAP data for precipitation respectively), given as (observations-IsoCAM).
Above 30◦N, the modeled values were higher than the GNIP data by 10to 40.
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During the boreal summer, modeled δDprecip values were higher when compared to
the winter in latitudes above 30◦N and towards the poles, and the magnitude of the
seasonal amplitude varies between 10 to 60 (not shown). Between the equator and
20◦N the δDprecip showed lower values in the boreal summer (not shown), especially
over North West Africa and the Indian subcontinent where an excessive precipitation
during the summer was simulated.
5.3.2 Comparison of model results with satellite data
The total column annual mean of the hydrogen isotope ratio in vapor (δDvapor) of
SCIAMACHY for the years 2003-2005 and simulated present-day results of total
column annual mean of δDvapor from IsoCAM are shown in Figure 5.3.
The calculated RMSE was 35. For both the satellite data and the model results,
higher δDvapor values were seen over the lower latitudes similar to those in precipita-
tion, and the values decreased towards the poles. The zonal mean of δDvapor from the
model (Figure 5.4a) showed a positive offset of 30 to 60 from the SCIAMACHY
data and both the model and the satellite data showed a decrease in δDvapor values
with increasing latitudes (“latitude effect”). Between the latitudes 20◦N to 20◦S, the
differences in the zonal means were in the range of 10 to 30, and the differences
increased further in the subtropics. The spatial distribution of δDvapor had a close rela-
tion to the evaporation from the source regions, especially in the subtropics where the
higher surface temperature increases the evaporation rate thereby increasing the ratio
of heavier isotopes in the water vapor. Over Central Africa, northern South America
and southern Asia, simulated δDvapor values were lower than the SCIAMACHY data
by 10 to 40. These regions were identified as moisture sinks in the model, with
negative “evaporation minus precipitation, (E-P)” values (not shown), and lie in the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Over these regions δDvapor depends also on
the local (E-P) balance.
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Figure 5.3: Total column annual mean δDvapor in (). Top: Total column mean
δDvapor in IsoCAM, middle: SCIAMACHY(mean of the years 2003-2005) results for
δDvapor, bottom: difference of (SCIAMACHY-IsoCAM)
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Zonal means of annual δD in () in vapor and in precipitation. Left:
Total column mean δDvapor and δDprecip from IsoCAM results and total column mean
SCIAMACHY results for δDvapor averaged over 2003-2005. Right: δDvapor in  at
different pressure-height levels from IsoCAM, zonally averaged.
In the subtropics and generally in the latitudes above 30◦ in both the hemispheres
the δDvapor in the model is higher (by around 30-40) than the satellite data. The
vertical distribution of δDvapor (Figure 5.4b) showed that the δDvapor values decreases
with height and latitude, as δDvapor is largely determined by the water content and
temperature in the different vertical levels.
5.3.2.1 Correlation of δDvapor with total column precipitable water
Figure 5.5 shows the correlation between the annual means of total column mean
δDvapor with total column mean precipitable water simulated by the model. Between
the 20◦N to 20◦S latitudes, the total column precipitable water was negatively corre-
lated with the total column δDvapor. The tropical ocean regions showed a significant
negative correlation between the precipitable water and δDvapor. Likewise, over the
land regions - North West and Central Africa, northern South America and Australia
- significant negative correlations between the δDvapor and total column precipitable
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Figure 5.5: Correlation of total column mean δDvapor (annual mean) in () with total
column mean precipitable water (annual mean) from the model. Stippling indicates
significant results at p <0.05 (using Student’s t test).
water were simulated. It may be noted that regions with larger negative correlations
coincide with the regions of total column moisture convergence and convection in
the results, where the contributions from different vapor sources are important with
the local evaporation. Positive correlations were simulated over the mid- and high
latitudes (over 30◦) particularly over Eurasia and northern North America.
5.3.3 Seasonal cycles of δDvapor and precipitable water
In the SCIAMACHY data, δDvapor was generally more enriched during the local sum-
mer season than in winter in each of the hemispheres. Likewise, during the boreal
summer (JJA), the total column mean δDvapor in the model results were higher than
during the boreal winter (DJF) (DJF-JJA; Figure 5.6) over the mid- and high lat-
itudes. However, the modeled seasonal variations of δDvapor over some regions did
not match with the SCIAMACHY observations. Notable of these regions were south-
east Asia including the Indian subcontinent (10◦N-35◦N, 70◦E-90◦E), Australia (10◦S-
45◦S, 110◦E-155◦E), and southern Africa (14◦S-14◦S,5◦E-37◦E), where a reversed sea-
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sonality was simulated compared to the SCIAMACHY results (Figure 5.6a). We
analyzed the seasonal cycles of δDvapor and column mean precipitable water sepa-
rately over these regions, along with North West Africa (9◦N-25◦N, 20◦W-30◦E) and
northern South America (10◦N-25◦S, 30◦E-80◦E), regions where the model and the
data agreed on the seasonality (Figure 5.7). In these selected regions, we compare the
averaged SCIAMACHY data from the gridcells after correcting for the cloud fraction
as described in section 5.2.
Additionally, a reverse seasonality was seen in the vertical profile of seasonal vari-
ations (DJF-JJA, Figure 5.6b) in the upper troposphere reaching from around 500
hPa to 200 hPa in the 0◦- 15◦N latitude related to the deep convection zones, and in
the near surface vapor (from 10◦N to 30◦N), probably due a Rayleigh-type rainout
process during the wet season, which depletes the water vapor. In the latitudes of
30◦and above the δDvapor values are generally higher during the summer of the re-
spective hemispheres.
Among the selected regions, highest δDvapor values were seen over northern South
America (Figure 5.7a, 5.7b) in both the SCIAMACHY data and the IsoCAM sea-
sonal cycle and a maximum over the region was recorded during the austral winter
season (JJA), with a lower precipitable water measurement over the region in this sea-
son (Figure 5.7c, 7d). The simulated δDvapor, precipitable water patterns and their
seasonal variability over the region were in reasonable agreement with the SCIA-
MACHY observations, even though the model overestimated the precipitable water
over the N. S America by 1-3 g cm−2. Sturm et al. (2007) find that the partial reequi-
libration of falling raindrops with the vapor and non-fractionating evaporation from
the land surface contribute to the higher isotope values over the region during the
winter season.
Over North West Africa between 10◦N and approximately 25◦N, δDvapor was de-
creased in DJF when compared to the boreal summer season, both in the model
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6: Seasonal variation (DJF-JJA) of total column δDvapor in (). (a) Top:
IsoCAM, Bottom: SCIAMACHY, (b) same as (a), for IsoCAM results, on the vertical
pressure-height levels.
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and the SCIAMACHY data. The seasonal amplitude (DJF-JJA) in the model was
approximately 20 to 40, while the amplitude was larger (50 to 80) for the
satellite data, and this could be due to the overestimation of δDvapor values (by 30 to
50 over the desert) in the DJF season by the model (Figure 5.7a, 5.7b). In addition,
the model overestimated the precipitable water over northern Africa during both the
seasons, in JJA by ∼1-2 g cm−2 and in DJF by ∼0.5-1 g cm−2 (Figure 5.7c).
Over southern Africa, the model and the satellite data differed in the sign of
the seasonal amplitudes, where the model results showed lower δDvapor values during
the DJF when compared to the JJA season, in contrast to the SCIAMACHY data
wherein the δDvapor values during DJF were higher than the JJA. Furthermore, the
model exaggerated the depletion over this region in the DJF season by 20-30 when
compared to the satellite data, and the comparison of the model results with CMAP
precipitation data showed that the model over-estimated the DJF (austral summer)
precipitation over the region by 3 to 4 mm day−1.
For the Indian subcontinent, a reverse seasonality was simulated, similar to that
in southern Africa as the model produced positive anomalies of “ DJF-JJA ” δDvapor
(+10 to +30) whereas the SCIAMACHY data showed negative anomalies in the
range of -10 to -30. In both the model and the SCIAMACHY data, the δDvapor
values decreased on the onset of summer monsoon (June, Figure 5.7a, 5.7b), and the
model overestimated the depletion by approximately 20 to 30 for this particular
month. The model and the data showed similar δDvapor values for the July and
August means, but during the December, January and February months the model
under-estimated the depletion when compared to the SCIAMACHY results. The
total precipitable water over the Indian subcontinent during JJA was 2 g cm−2 to 3 g
cm−2 higher in the IsoCAM than the SCIAMACHY data, and during DJF the model
simulated an excess of precipitable water, by approximately 1 g cm−2 compared to the
satellite data. Likewise, the precipitation over the region was highly overestimated in
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: The regional monthly means of total column δDvapor in () for (a) Iso-
CAM, (b) SCIAMACHY. The values were corrected for cloud fraction >0.1. (c)
and (d) are total column precipitable water (total atmospheric water vapor above
the Earth’s surface) from the IsoCAM and total column precipitable water from the
SCIAMACHY, respectively.
the JJA season when compared to the CMAP observations, while the precipitation
during the DJF season was slightly underestimated by the model.
Over Australia, another region where the “DJF-JJA ”anomalies were negative, the
model overestimated the δDvapor values during the austral winter (JJA) season (by
approximately 30) when compared to the SCIAMACHY data. Furthermore, the
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model overestimated the precipitable water over Australia by 1-3 g cm−2. However,
both in the model and SCIAMACHY results the seasonal difference (DJF-JJA) of
precipitable water over the region had the same sign, though quantitatively overesti-
mating the moisture, which may cause the seasonal bias of the δDvapor in the lower
troposphere.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 δDprecip in the model
The major features of the global distribution of water isotopes are well simulated
by the model. The comparison with the GNIP data showed that the model was ca-
pable of simulating the temperature dependence of isotopes in precipitation in the
higher latitudes and the variation of the isotope values with the amount of precipita-
tion in the tropics and the seasonality as studied by Dansgaard (1964). The model
successfully reproduced the relationship of the δDprecip with the local temperature
(“temperature effect ”, Dansgaard, 1964) for temperatures below 15◦C. The depletion
over the higher latitudes was underestimated in the model when compared to observa-
tions, and this was partly because of a warm bias in the model over the high latitudes.
For instance, over Antarctica, the modeled δDprecip values were higher than the obser-
vations (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008). This bias over Antarctica was also simulated
in other models (Lee et al., 2007; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008) and is suggested to
be partly due to insufficient cloud parameterizations in the models. The model also
captured the relationship between the precipitation amount and the δDprecip in the
tropics. The lower values of δDprecip over the tropical monsoonal regimes were closely
related to excessive precipitation simulated in these regions during the summer mon-
soon when compared to the CMAP observation, since the isotopic depletion of water
vapor and rainout increases in heavy precipitation events (Vuille et al., 2005).
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5.4.2 Comparison of δDvapor with the satellite data
The systematic shift of 20 in the SCIAMACHY data (Frankenberg et al., 2009; Risi
et al., 2012a; Lee et al., 2012) was accounted for in the data before the comparison
with the model results. Despite of this, an additional offset of -20 to -50 (Figure
5.4a) from the model results was found in the comparison. In this work we focus on
possible reasons for the observed differences caused by the model. However, there are
also indications of systematic biases in this SCIAMACHY data set as discussed by
Scheepmaker et al. (2013).
A reason for this offset could be the more positive values of δDvapor simulated in the
model over the subtropics, especially over the land, which was also seen in the δDprecip
(Figure 5.1c). The correlation coefficient between the total column precipitable water
and δDvapor were >0.7 in many regions in the subtropics and over the tropics.
The model simulates the seasonality of δDvapor reasonably well. The model captures
the lower δDvapor values over North West Africa during the JJA season compared
to the DJF season as observed by Risi et al. (2010c) and was in accordance with
the SCIAMACHY results. When compared to the SCIAMACHY data, the model
underestimated the seasonality of total column δDvapor over North West Africa as
also observed in other GCMs (Risi et al., 2010c; Yoshimura et al., 2011), possibly
because of a moist bias in the model, especially during the winter months. However,
it should be noted that sensitivity studies by Risi et al. (2010c) suggest that biases in
relative humidity or precipitable water may not be always associated with the biases
in the isotopes. On the contrary, Frankenberg et al. (2009) put forward the idea that
the subsiding branch of the Hadley circulation is drier and hence more depleted in
HDO than in the models, and that the underestimated seasonality could be related
to the lower variability in total column precipitable water. From our results, it is not
very obvious why the model under-estimated the seasonal amplitude when compared
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to the satellite data.
Over the low latitudes, δDvapor values during the summer wet season were lower
because the vapor gets continuously depleted in heavy isotopes with heavy rainfall,
whereas during the dry winter season, the water vapor gets only slightly depleted.
The classical explanation of this low δDvapor during the heavy rains in the summer
monsoon season as proposed by Dansgaard (1964) is of the preferential condensation
of heavier isotopes in the clouds that leads to depletion in the remaining vapor.
Furthermore, Rozanski et al. (1993) observed that in heavy rains, the δDvapor and
the isotopic composition of precipitation decrease with time due to the continuous
isotopic exchange with falling raindrops.
The vertical profile of zonal mean distribution of the seasonal δDvapor difference
(Figure 5.6b) implies that these biases were more regional and confined more to the
tropics and subtropics in both the hemispheres, but are significant while interpreting
the seasonality resolved by the model. Because of the frequent ascending motions in
summer (Risi et al., 2012b), IsoCAM simulated higher δDvapor values in the upper tro-
posphere during this season. However, it is not immediately evident why a reversed
seasonality was seen in the 30◦S - 15◦N in the mid- to upper troposphere. Since
the Indian monsoon regime is mostly affected by two monsoon seasons per year, the
South West (June-September) and North East monsoon (October-January) systems,
the misrepresented seasonality of δDvapor in the model may indicate biases in simulat-
ing the moisture distributions over this region, as the various sources of moisture in
different seasons may also affect the isotope values in the vapor through mixing. For
instance, Risi et al. (2012b) suggest that the misrepresentations of the processes in
the model, vis. mixing between different air masses, detrainment of condensate, rain-
fall evaporation, can lead to different biases in the humidity and δDvapor. Besides, the
seasonality (DJF-JJA) in the δDprecip showed the same sign as that of δDvapor, albeit
with different magnitudes. This shows that the isotope values in precipitation were
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related to the isotope values in vapor, especially in the lower troposphere. Likewise,
a lower winter (DJF) precipitation over most of the land regions in the tropics and
subtropical regions when compared to the CMAP observations may have contributed
to the relatively enriched winter months in the model when compared to the SCIA-
MACHY data. It is known that rain reevaporation during the winter months may
also contribute to the enrichment in the light showers (Risi et al., 2012a).
On the other hand, the excessive convective precipitation during the summer
months enhances the surface evaporation (Zhang and Mu, 2005), which, in turn,
moistens the lower troposphere thereby increasing the moisture bias in the model,
even though the seasonal distribution of the precipitable water was well represented
in IsoCAM. Furthermore, this intense convective precipitation during the wet season
(JJA) which leads to increased isotopic depletion in the vapor may also be associated
with the reversed seasonality simulated over Indian subcontinent when compared to
the satellite data. Hack et al. (2006) report this precipitation bias in the uncoupled
CAM3.0 over most of the Pacific basin, western Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea, and
central Africa. Overestimation of precipitable water over the region throughout the
year, and especially during the monsoon onset in the month of June, could cause the
very low δDvapor during that month. Likewise, the study by Zhang and Mu (2005)
recognizes that the deficiencies in the convective parameterizations in the CAM3.0
cause upward motions extending throughout the troposphere and that the positive
feedback loop between convection and surface evaporation in the model causes spuri-
ous precipitation in the monsoon regions. We suggest that this increased continental
rain recycling in the model could lead to further depletion of the heavier isotopes in
vapor over these regions (Worden et al., 2007), in addition to the increased convection.
Field et al. (2010) also find that the reverse isotopic seasonality in the Asian Monsoon
region can be attributed to post condensation exchange, which depletes water vapor
and precipitation of heavy isotopes through intensive upstream moisture recycling.
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The regions that show the reverse isotopic seasonality in the Southern Hemisphere
- northern Australia and southern Africa - have their respective rainy months during
the DJF season. Similar to the Indian subcontinent, these regions also showed a
systematic overestimation of precipitable water when compared to the SCIAMACHY
data, though the seasonal differences in both the observations and the model results
had the same sign. According to Brown et al. (2008), convection and condensation
are equally important in determining the DJF-JJA value of δDvapor during north
Australia’s wet season. However, in the rainy season (during the DJF) the model
simulated more excessive convective precipitation (>4 mm day−1) over the north-
ern Australia than the CMAP observed precipitation, as also seen in the coupled
CCSM3.0 model (Meehl et al., 2006). We suggest that an increased convective activ-
ity and condensation in the model during the wet season and reduced precipitation
during the winter months when compared to the observations contributed to this re-
versed seasonality of the δDvapor when compared to the SCIAMACHY data, despite
proper seasonal redistribution of precipitable water over the region. For instance,
sensitivity studies by Risi et al. (2012b) identify that a moist bias caused by halv-
ing the precipitation efficiency in the convective scheme of the LMDZ produces a
reversed seasonality in the deep tropics due to very low δDvapor in the convective re-
gions through large scale condensation. Their study also find that a moisture bias in
LMDZ produced by an excessive diffusion in the vertical advection scheme produces
a lower or even reverse seasonality in the subtropics, as we see in IsoCAM. However,
due to inter-model differences in the numerical schemes for the estimation of physi-
cal processes and model dynamics, it is not possible to assume the same deficiencies
cause the biases in IsoCAM. Sensitivity experiments similar to those carried out by
Risi et al. (2012b) combined with testing the model results against observed isotopic
data from different tropospheric levels would be required for a thorough understand-
ing of the mechanisms behind the biases in the seasonal isotopic variability in the
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model.
5.5 Conclusions
Using observational datasets of isotopes in precipitation and isotopes in water va-
por, we assessed the results from the atmospheric model fitted with a water isotope
module. The model in general produced the large-scale patterns of the isotopic dis-
tribution both in the precipitation and in the total column water vapor. The model
overestimated the δDprecip over the polar regions due to the warm bias in the model.
Convectively active regions over the tropics were characterized by low values of iso-
topes in both the total column water vapor and in precipitation. The amount effect
over the monsoon regions was overestimated in the model, and the total column
precipitable water and δDvapor were inversely related over the tropics. The model
satisfactorily simulated the seasonal variations observed by SCIAMACHY over most
of the oceanic regions and latitudes above 30◦ in both the hemispheres, while a re-
verse seasonality when compared to the SCIAMACHY data was simulated over some
of the land regions. The model deficiencies in properly simulating the convective
precipitation over the tropics and the excessive precipitable water in the troposphere
possibly caused the discrepancies between SCIAMACHY and the IsoCAM in the sea-
sonal cycle of total column δDvapor values over the Indian subcontinent and southern
Africa.
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Chapter VI
Discussions and summary
The main aim of this study was to investigate the environmental factors - both remote
and local - that trigger changes in the isotopic distribution in the water cycle and
to compare the modeled isotopic distributions in the different time slice experiments
of the past with selected proxy records. IsoCAM - the NCAR CAM3.0 atmospheric
GCM fitted with an isotope module in its hydrological cycle - was used to conduct
these experiments and diagnose the results of the sensitivity and paleo-climate time-
slice studies. Efforts were taken to validate the present-day results to compare with
the most-recently available observational satellite and station data, thereby facilitat-
ing the understanding of the robustness as well as the possible biases in the results.
6.1 Environmental factors exerting maximum influ-
ence on δ18Oprecip
In the first part of the thesis (Chapter 3), the boundary conditions influencing the
global δ18Oprecip during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21 ka) were investigated.
The LGM is an important time period concerning the paleoclimate studies as the
boundary conditions and climate responses to them are relatively well known (Bra-
connot et al., 2007; IPCC, 2007). It differs from the present-day climate in terms of
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the surface albedo and topography changes due to the presence of ice-sheets, lower
green-house gas concentrations and lower SST. The study finds that the change in
topography due to the presence of ice sheets over North America (mainly the Lau-
rentide ice sheet) and changes in SST were the predominant factors that influenced
the δ18Oprecip. The results underline the importance of the altitude effect (cf. sec-
tion 1.2) and the changes in atmospheric circulation due to the change in topography
that brings significant lowering of δ18Oprecip over the elevated ice sheet topography in
the sensitivity experiments. To sum up, the albedo and topography of the ice-sheets
have a local effect on the surface temperature and precipitation, and the distribution
of δ18Oprecip appears to be influenced by these local changes in surface temperature.
These two factors also bring changes to the seasonality of the isotope distribution
in the northern hemisphere due to the changes in the atmospheric circulation and
changes in the seasonal temperature. The effect of reduced GHG concentrations on
the climate was reflected in the reduced LGM SST. The higher summertime δ18Oprecip
values produced over the tropical monsoon regions in the SST and LGM-combined
simulations are also an evidence of the dominance of the rainy season in the annual
signal and of the relative importance of SST in the distribution of δ18Oprecip over the
region. A weak monsoon and reduced rain-out, thereby a lesser fractionation of the
water vapor from the source to the monsoonal regimes over South East Asia, might
also contribute to this higher δ18Oprecip values. Pausata et al. (2011b) similarly find
that changes in the Indian Ocean SST alone lead to a decrease in precipitation over
the Indian Ocean and subcontinent, hence producing higher δ18Oprecip values over
southern and eastern Asia.
In summary, when compared to modern conditions, the ice sheets caused a signifi-
cant reduction in the contribution of moisture from North America. Over Greenland,
the absence of a distinct seasonality in precipitation in the results under PI as well
as glacial conditions due to a possible bias in the model led to similar spatial and
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temporal slopes in the LGM-combined and PI simulations. Nevertheless, the ma-
jor inter-model differences in the temporal slopes over Antarctica and Greenland (cf.
Werner et al., 2001) suggest a model-dependence of the calculations of the slopes,
which assert the need for further inter-model comparisons.
6.2 Time slice experiments to compare the proxy
archives
In the second part of this thesis, the spatial distribution of hydrogen isotopes in Africa
during three important past climate periods - the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21
ka), Heinrich Stadial-1 (HS1, 16-18 ka) and the mid-Holocene (6 ka) - was investigated.
Tropical African climate is closely related to the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) and the tropical rainbelt, the intensity and location of which supposedly
varied with the climate-changes in the high latitudes (Gasse, 2000) and the sea-surface
temperature (SST) variations in the Northern Atlantic and Indian Ocean (deMenocal
et al., 2000). Stable isotopes of hydrogen derived from plant leaf waxes have been
used as a proxy to reconstruct the past climates over Africa, as the hydrogen isotopic
composition of meteoric water and relative humidity influence the δDwax (Sauer et al.,
2001; Collins et al., 2013). In turn, in the monsoon domains, the ratio of isotopes
in precipitation is mostly related to the amount of precipitation (Risi et al., 2008a).
Accordingly, the results suggest that enhanced convection and an increased summer
precipitation led to more negative values of δDprecip in North West Africa during the
mid-Holocene. A weakened monsoonal precipitation, thereby lower fractionation and
a reduced transport of moisture from the southwestern Indian ocean during the LGM
and HS1 plausibly contributed to the higher isotope values over eastern Africa. The
anomalies of δDprecip over south western Africa related more to the changes in the
moisture advection from the South Atlantic Ocean, which was colder during both the
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LGM and HS1, than to the local (continental) effects (i.e. rainfall recycling) on the
isotopes. From the results, it is very likely that the changes in the isotope values of
the sources of moisture, and increased seasonality with the reduced summer monsoon
along with the changes in local precipitation, indeed caused to the changes in the
isotope distribution over Africa during the LGM and HS1. The results indicate that
the changes in moisture sources during the LGM and HS1 caused variations in the
isotopic distribution over Central Africa, as also seen in the water hosing experiments
by Lewis et al. (2010). The distributions of δDprecip and δDwax values agree on the
higher isotope values over northern Africa associated with lower monsoon intensity.
The magnitude of the anomalies derived from δDwax differ from the simulated values,
but a qualitative comparison between the proxy data and δDprecip was feasible. The
difference between the spatial and temporal slopes obtained between the climates
suggests that δDprecip values may depend on the shift in sources of the water vapor
delivered to the region and on the changes in atmospheric circulation. Water tagging
experiments as used in Lewis et al. (2010) would be helpful to differentiate the source
effects on δDprecip.
6.3 Model performance in reproducing the features
of present-day water isotope distribution
The model results were compared with the observations of the isotopes in precipita-
tion and with total column averaged δDvapor from the Scanning Imaging Absorption
Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY). The model indeed re-
produced the large-scale patterns of the isotopic distribution both in the precipitation
and in the total column water vapor, although systematic shifts of the isotope val-
ues between the model and satellite data were found. The relationships between the
isotopes in precipitation and to the surface temperature/precipitation amount were
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consistent with the temperature effect in high latitudes and amount effect in the
tropics, respectively.
A reverse seasonality in the δDvapor values of the model results over the tropical
convective regions when compared to the SCIAMACHY data signifies possible model
biases in both the isotope scheme and in the hydrological cycle. In the tropics, Brown
et al. (2013) find that the water source is dominated by convective detrainment and
postcondensational exchange. Therefore, an increased convective activity and con-
densation in the model during the wet season and reduced precipitation during the
winter months when compared to the observations plausibly contributed to this re-
versed seasonality of the δDvapor, despite proper seasonal redistribution of precipitable
water over the region. For instance, sensitivity studies by Risi et al. (2012b) identify
that a moist bias caused by reduced precipitation efficiency and also by an excessive
diffusion in the vertical advection scheme produces a lower or even reverse seasonality
in the tropics and subtropics, as we see in IsoCAM. However, due to inter-model dif-
ferences in the numerical schemes for the estimation of physical processes and model
dynamics, it is not possible to assume that the same deficiencies cause the biases
in IsoCAM. Such sensitivity experiments combined with testing the model results
with observed isotopic data from different tropospheric levels would be required for
a thorough understanding of the mechanisms behind the biases in the seasonal iso-
topic variability in the model. In addition, it should be taken into account while
comparing the satellite data, that seasonal and selectional biases will be present in
the SCIAMACHY data as well, since the satellite can not measure the data at all
times and in all the regions equally well due to the presence of clouds or if the sun
is very low (e.g. in local winter at higher latitudes). Likewise, studies with concep-
tual models (Noone, 2008) and satellite observations (Worden et al., 2007) suggest
that some biases in simulating the isotopes in hydrological cycle are due to a lack
of accounting for air mass mixing that introduces a non-Rayleigh isotope variability,
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and from problems with correctly specifying the detailed cloud physics. Taking all
these points to consideration, it is suggested that model deficiencies in reproducing
the hydrology along with the parameterizations of isotopic exchanges plausibly led to
model-data differences for isotopes in water vapor and precipitation.
6.4 Conclusions
The following conclusions were reached from the sensitivity experiments (Chapter 3)
and the time-slice experiments for the past with comparison to proxy data (Chapter
4) and present-day isotopic distributions (Chapter 5) in regard to both the water
isotope composition of precipitation and atmospheric water vapor.
• The changes in topography due to the large continental ice sheets and the
changes in SST were the two predominant factors determining the distribution
of oxygen isotopes in precipitation. The altitude effect and the changes in at-
mospheric circulation brought about by the LGM topography led to a depletion
of δ18Oprecip in the high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
• The local relationships of the isotope distribution in precipitation with surface
temperature in the high latitudes and precipitation amount in the tropics change
with climate. However, the results suggest that this difference between spatial
and temporal slopes can be model-specific and associated with the simulated
seasonality of precipitation, for instance, over Greenland.
• Changes in seasonality of precipitation and large-scale circulation caused vari-
ations in the distribution of isotopes over Africa. The δDprecip results for the
different time-slices experiments agree with the δDwax data qualitatively, thereby
reaffirming the application of δDwax as a proxy for past precipitation.
• Model deficiencies in properly simulating the surface temperature and convec-
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tive precipitation along with the parameterizations of isotopic exchanges led to
model-data differences of isotopes in water vapor and precipitation.
6.5 Outlook
The study reaffirms the use of stable isotopes as an indicator of ambient climate and
the potential uses of modeling paleoclimate distribution of the isotopes. Nevertheless,
inclusion of isotope tracers into the water cycle of earth system models with chemistry
and ecosystem subcomponents will substantially improve the current understanding
of the distribution of isotopes in past climates. Furthermore, use of a coupled model
assures consistent simulation of the natural climate variabilities and assimilation of the
feedback from different components of the model (for example, ocean-atmosphere-land
feedbacks). For instance, these feedbacks may significantly improve the representation
of the mid-Holocene or glacial climate, where large changes in general circulation
and hydrological cycle are evident from the proxies. Another advantage of coupled
models is that the isotope ratio of the carbonate shells can be directly compared to
the model results, as shown by, for example, Schmidt et al. (2007). As an immediate
step towards coupled models, Krandick (2013) used the stable isotope composition
of precipitation and humidity from the IsoCAM results as a boundary condition to
simulate the distribution of stable isotopes of water in the pre-industrial ocean, using
the ocean general circulation model MITgcm fitted with water-isotope tracers.
It has been evident from the results that many of the regions with largest model-
data discrepancies are associated with regions where the model has particular biases
in resolving the temperature or hydrology, which are related to deficiencies in simu-
lating the large-scale circulation, problems with convective precipitation and a poor
representation of surface hydrology, as also noted by Noone and Sturm (2010). Reduc-
ing these model biases may also lead to the improvement of the isotope distribution.
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However, Noone and Sturm (2010) suggest that an inadequate representation of post
condensation exchange (Field et al., 2010) in the isotope schemes can cause differences
in the isotopes in atmospheric water vapor even if the isotopes in precipitation are
simulated accurately. Therefore, advanced cloud isotope schemes with more detailed
cloud microphysical exchanges apart from the bulk microphysics used in IsoCAM are
expected to improve the isotopes in vapor. Additionally, validating the present-day
model results against the satellite data available at different tropospheric levels (TES
data,Worden et al., 2007) will assist in understanding the model-data differences in
isotopes in water vapor, distinguishing the reasons for these differences.
At present, the isotopes in the land schemes are limited to simple bucket-models
like in this study, but experiments using land surface models with isotope physics
(Yoshimura, 2004; Yoshimura et al., 2006; Henderson-Sellers, 2006) have shown that
physical treatments of isotopes in the land-surface processes have a large impact on the
isotopes in precipitation over mid- to high- latitudinal continents. Therefore, inclusion
of a detailed isotopic schemes in the land models would enhance the robustness of
the model results and possibly widen the prospects of a comparison of model results
with the continental-bound proxies. The coarse model horizontal resolution (T31)
chosen for the experiments is expected to cause spectral truncation of orography and
could lead to smoothing of topography and relief. This can affect the prediction
of small-scale features and to possibly lower the resolution of detailed patterns of
distribution of isotopes in mountain ranges, for example, over the Tibetan plateau
where the model produced larger differences from the observations. In addition to
finer horizontal resolutions, a modeling study by Werner et al. (2011) finds that a
combined increase of both the horizontal and vertical model resolution yields a further
improvement of the present-day isotopic distribution due to improved simulations of
large-scale moisture transport.
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